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ABSTRACT

A magnetically saturated ferrite subjected to a pulsed magnetic

field forms a generator of Poherent microwave energy. It is shown

that relatively high peak rf power in short pulses can be generated

in this way. A pulsed magnetic field having amplitude - 4 Kg and

rise time - 1 ns is developed by a "trip-line pulser with spark-gap

switches. This pulsed field causes nonadiabatic excitation of a

coherent oscillation in a YIG sphere. The pulsed field also produces

adiabatic pumping of the frequency and energy of this oscillation, so

that the output frequency is not related to the pulsed-field rise

time. The entire process is completed inside the build-up time of

second-order spin waves, allowing precession angles in the YIG to

exceed the usual steady-state spin-wave threshold. by an order of magni-

tude. A monolithic circuit element contains a pulsed-field loop and an

x-band resonator, which are mutually uncoupled but both tightly coupled

to the YiG. The resonator extracts x-band cnergy from the YIG by radia-

tion damping and transfers it to an output waveguide. The resonator is

tunable and determines the output frequency. Coherent, nearly mono-

chromatic rf outpuct pulses having energy of several hundred watt-ns, and

pulse widths in the range of 1 - 3 ns, have been observed using YIG diam-

eters in the vicinity of 50 mils. These results are in good agreement

with theoretical predictions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This project has been concerned with development of a coherent

microwave oscillator using a small sample of yttrium iron garnet (YIG)

subjected to a pulsed magnetic field. The first proposal for devices

of this kind appears to have been made by R. V. Pound in 1959.1 In

the years following that time, however, it developed that several

advancements in ferrite theory and technology were to be required before

progress could be made with this kind of device. At the time, ferrite

line widths were too large to allow the use of magnetic field pulses

with reasonable rise times. Also, it turned out that refinements and

advancements in spin wave theory were required, so that the limitations

imposed on the operation of these devices by the build-up of spin waves

could be understood and properly taken into account in the design.

Also, at that time, no work had been reported on pulser circuits de-

signed to produce the large field magnitudes required for microwave

frequency generation together with the short rise times requtred for

satisfactory operation of the device.

In the meantime some closely related devices were studied.2'3 k

These devices accomplished pulsed frequency translation in ferrioes.
They used a pulsed magnetic field to translate upward the frequency and

energy of an oscillation which was established in the ferrite sample

before the application of the field pulse. An rf input signal, which

was essentially a cw signal, was applied to the ferrite to establish

this initial uniform precession. These devices were found to perform

largely as predicted. They were limited to low power levels by the

second-order spin-wave instability.

In contradistinction to these earlier devices, the present device

uses the pulsed magnetic field to start the initial precession in addi-

tion to translating the frequencj and energy. When this is done it is *1
possible to avoid the serious limiting of the power output resulting

from spin waves. It is now well-known that first-order and second-order
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spin wave instabilities restrict the rf energy associated with the

precession in devices using low-loss ferrites. With the exception of

limiters, which use these processes to advantage, these devices are

degraded in performance by the spin waves. The present device avoids

this limitation by operating on a short-pulse basis. I is found that

the excitation and translation processes referred to above can be car-

ried out on a time scale which avoids serious degradation of performance

due to spin waves.

In previous reports, the former type of device has been referred to

as the Type I generator, while the device of concern here has been refer-

red to as Type II.

The present device makes use of the fact that a small ferrite

sample of single crystal YIC constitutes a high-Q microwave resonator

whose frequency can be tuned throughout the entire microwave range by

simply varying the magnitude of an applied dc magnetic field. Figure

l(a) is the usual illustration of the i aiform precession mode in a

spherical sample, which is the mode that is of concern in the present

work. In this case, uht, precessional motion is circular with amplitude

0 . The frequency tuning of the oscillation is linear in the amplitude

of the applied magnetic field H . Figure l(b) consists of a simple

RLc circuit representing a general singly-resonant system, which includes

the case of the ferrite resonator. It is well known that if an initial

free oscillation is present on such a circuit, and if we tune the

resonant frequency of this circuit upward as a function of time, both

the frequency and energy of the initial oscillation will increase. This

increase in energy of the oscillation will be proportional to the increase

in frequency. This will be ture if proper conditions on the rate of in-

crease of the frequercy tuning are met.

The device to be described utilizes this principle and makes use of

4 the fact that a pulsed magnetic field whose magnitude increases with time
can be used to accomplish the tuning function. Furthermore, it is found

that if this pulsed magnetic field is properly applied, it can start the

initial oscillation on the circuit as well as translating its frequency

and energy in the manner referred to above.

-2-
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Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the principal components of the

SType II generator. A permanent magnet supplies a small dc nuagnetic

field which saturates the YIU sphere. A pulsed current generator feeds

current to a coil which generates the pulsed. magnetic field that performs

the functions described above. In the presence of this pulsed field, the

total field applied to the ferrite will be a rising function of time, of

the nature of the curve shown at the bottom of Fig. 2. Since, for a YIG

sphere, the frequency is proportional to the net applied field, the ordi-

nate for this curve can be labeled in terms of frequency, which refers to

the instantaneous frequency of the oscillation in the sphere. Also coupled

to the YIG sphere, in addition to the permanent magnet and the pulsed

field coil, is an electromagnetic circuit resonator. In the present in-

stance, this circuit is resonant in the x-band frequency range. For any

given adjustment of this circuit, its resonant frequency is a constant as

indicated by the horizontal dashed line in Fig. 2. As the resonance of

the ferrite oscillation cuts through the resonance line of the circuit,

some of the energy associated with the oscillation in the ferrite will be

transferred to the circuit. The circuit will then ring coherently at its

resonant frequency. The circuit is coupled to an output waveguide and

radiates an output signal into this waveguide.

We have stated that in the present device the pulsed magnetic field

performs two separate functions, namely initiation and translation of the

oscillation. It is not surprising to find, in a device which uses a pulsed

field to excite coherent oscillation, that there is a requirement on the

rate of rise of the field pulse. In a rough way, the field is required to

reach a certain magnitude in a time which is short compared to the period

of the rf oscillation which is to be excited. These requirements are

defined more precisely in the body of the present report° However, it may

be useful at this point to describe qualitatively their place in the design

and operation of the present device. In the initial excitation process the

scale of magnetic field values is set by the magnitude of the applied dc

magnetic field, and the field level which must be reached in the prescribed

time is of the order of magnitude of this dc field. The time scale in this

initial excitation process is also controlled by the dc field magnitudetlei f h rero1a1iueo ti cfil.T-4lesal nti
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because the oscillation period just mentioned refers to the period of

the resonant frequency of the ferrite in the dc magnetic field alone

which, as we have seen, is directly proportional to the magnitude of

the dc field. Thus, the requirement for efficient excitation of the

initial oscillation is a requirement on the time-rate-of-rise of the

first small portion of the pulsed magnetic field curve. Furthermore,

this initial time-rate-of-rise is set entirely by the initial oscil-

lation frequency and is totally unrelated to the frequency of the out-

put energy delivered by the device. Once the nonadiabatic requirement

on the initial portion of the pulsed field rise has been met, the pulsed

field can continue to rise beyond that point in an adiabatic fashion,

and in a time covering many rf oscillation periods, in reaching a final

value. During this larger, second regime of the pulsed field rise the

frequency and energy of the oscillation are translated upward by a sub-

stantial amount. Thus, the pulsed field rise is a~iabatic with respect

to the oatput frequency and is not related in any direct way to the out-

put frequency. In the present designs, the magnitude of the de field

is set at the lowest value which is consistent with saturation of the

YIG sphere. As we have just see= this lowers the rise rate require-

ment of the initial first portion -of the field pulse by simultaneously

decreasing the field level associated with the initial portion of the

pulse and also increasing the time allowed to reach that level.

The second, or adiabatic portion of the field rise. which in

practice is actually much the larger portion, is limited in total time,

in principle, by two requirements, but in practice by only one. The

first requirement is thp.t this field reach its final magnitude in a time

which is short compared to the relaxation time of the uniform precession

mode in the ferrite sample. !n the case of single crystal YIG materials,

this relaxation time is sufficiently long as to constitute essentially

no problem. The second requirement is that the field reach its final

value before se.cond-otrder spin wave pumping can decrease the amplitude

of the rf precession which has been established. In principle, during

this translational portion of the field rise, the amplitude of the rf

precession is constant, in the absence of parametric spin waves, but
SI
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decreases very rapidly with time after spin wave build-up gets underway.

This turns out to be the c'-ntrolling factor in setting the rise time

condition during the second portion of the pulsed field profile. As

will be seen, it is found that there is sufficient time under 4his

consideration for the total pulsed magnetic field rise to be completely

nonadiabatic with respect to the output frequency in a practical case.

Successful operation of this type of device has been demonstrated

previously.5,6 However, as a result of the investigations carried out

under the present Contract DA 28-043-AMC-00397(E), the rf output power

of devices of this kind has been increased by several orders of magni-

tude over any previously reported results.

The principal areas of investigation have been concerned with the

theory of the build-up of the uniform precession mode in ferrites

subjected to pulsed magnetic fields, theory of spin wave build-up under

these same conditions, theory of transfer of energy from a pulsed fer-

rite to a micrcwave circuitt, development of pulsed circuitry for the

production of multi-kilogauss, nanosecond-rise field pulses, develop-

ment of cn-_patible dc pulse and rf pulse circuits for coupling directly

to -_ ferrite sample, development of measurement techniques for the fast

dc and rf pulses produced by tze above apparatus, and design and testing

of experimental models of Type Ii x-band generators. This report

contains references to, and descriptions of, work carried cut along

these lines, leading to the successful demcnstraticn of high peak' power

in a device of this kind.

The work leading to the demonstration of high peak power from

Type !i ferrite generators and the results obtained on the experimental

Model Y'Z-B are summarized in a recent publication under the present

contract.' In the present report we include the material contained in

that publication, together with scme additional material. This addi-

tional material includes: (i) further discussion and data on some of the

subjects referred to in the paper and (2) a summary of some further

investigations which were undertaken under the present contract subse-

quent to the work referred to in the paper. A few key items from earlier

status reports under the contract are also inz.luded it the present report,

- 7-



Further details on activities during the year may be obtained by ref-

erence to those reports.

This p:-esent report is concerned only with the latest experimental

model of the ferrite generator, which has been designated Model II-B.

Work was done earlier in the contract year under the subject contract,

on a Model II-A generator. This device was limited to very low power

compared to the Model II-B device, but the results and experience

gained with the former device led to some of the modifications resulting

in high peak power output from the Model II-B generator. For a summary

of results obtained with the II-A apparatus the reader is referred to the

Quarterly Status Reports.

-8-
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!I. THEORY OF OPERATION

A. Establishment of Uniform Precession

The establishment of a coherent uniform precession oscillation is

accomplished by applying to the ferrite both a dc magnetic field H0

and a pulsed magnetic field H , as indicated in Fig. 3, whosep
directions differ by an angle ¶0 which, in the figure, is shown as

00
900. The purpose of HO is to saturate the ferrite and to establish

the initial direction of the magnetization M . As the magnitude of

H increases with time, the total field H rotates away from its A-

initial direction along H0  , establishing a growing geometrical angle

T between H and H . As a result of this angle, M tends to

precess about the axis of 1 , along some path which is indicated

symbolically by the dashed line in the figure, such that the angle 0

between HT and M tends to be less than T , but increases mono-

tonically as the rate of rise of Hp is increased. Taking the magni-

tude of H to be a linear function of time, then to obtain relatively

large values of T , it is necessary that dHp/dt be sufficient foryi
HT to become of the order of Ho in a time of the order of one radian

at the initial precession frequency 70 . Also, 0 attains essen-

tially its full growth 0p (defined as 0 at t = ) during this

time interval, remaining relatively constant as HT continues to grow

and T approaches T

Values of 0. for arbitrary values of H0 , T0 and dHp/dt have

been calculated using the digital computer. This work was initially

carried out under contract DA %(O39)AwC-0OO4i(E), the predecessor to

the present contract, and was issued as a technical report under that

contract. Daring the period of the present contract this report was

revised for publication. 9 Because of its basic importance in the design

of the Type I! ferrite generator., this revised version of the report is

included herewith as Appendix A. Z

-9-
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A very useful way of representing some of the results of these

calculations on uniform precession amplitude is indicated in Fig. 4.

This figure shows the theo:atical value of the final precession angle

as a function of a parameter R , using data taken from the results

shown in Appendix A. In Fig. 4, the parameter R measures the field

strength reached by the pulsed field in a time corresponding to one

radian of precession of the magnetization at the initial precession

frequency. For this purpose, field strength is measured in units of

the applied dc field H0 . This coordinate normalization is very

convenient for application tr the Type II generator. In Fig. 4 the

final precession angle is shown for two particular values of pulsing

angle 70 , namely 9 0 C and 200. In the experiments described below,

90 pulsing was employed. In Fig. 4 the curve for 200 pulsiag is

included for reference, and curves corresponding to other pulsing

angles are readily obtained from the data in Appendix A.

in the calculations referred to, internal damping of the uniform

precession mode due to relaxation mechanisms in the ferrite are neg-

lected, it being assumed that the time intervals involved in the experi- I
ment are shorter than the relaxation times for the material. In samples I
of single crystal YIG this condition is well satisfied in practice, for

experiments of the type to be described below. The assumption that

H is a linear function of time is also well satisfied in practice,
with the exception of a quadratic component in T near the origin,

the effect of which has also been evaluated using the computer.

The function of the pulsed magnetic field may be divided into two

parts, the first being an excitation function resulting in establish-

ment of a uniform precessiion oscillation of relatively high amplitude,

and the second being a pumpiug functicn through which both the frequency

and energy of this precession are increased as a function of time.

After the full growth of the uniform precession angle has been
reached, the field H can, in principle, be increased indefinitely

p
without appreciable change occurring in the angle G• . This portion

of the pulsed field rise accomplishes the pumping function by means of

which the frequency and energy associated with the uniform mode are

..
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increased. As H increases in this range, 1ý approaches H in
p p

magnitude, and the frequency and energy of the uniform mode become

asymptotically proportional to the magnitude of 'IT

Figure 5 is an example taken from the computer results, using

parameters (dHP/dt = 3 kOe/nsec, w0 = 960, H0 = 0.7 k0e) which are

sufficiently close to those used in the experiments described below

that the curves give a good picture of the transient properties of the

modes. The horizontal time scale applies accurately to the experiments.

The curve labeled 1 illustrates the nature of the unifbrm-precession

build-up. The peak value of 0 is reached at a time corresponding to

2.5 rad. calculated at the initial precession frequency of the uniform

mode, namely yHd2A = 1.96 Gc/sec. Thus the interval out to this

point represents the region in which the essential function of the

pulsed field is to establish the magnitude of the uniform precession,

while the time interval beyond this point represents the pumping region

in which the purpose of the pulsed field is to raise the energy and

frequency of the precession at essentially constant precession angle.

The curve labeled 1 represents the calculated energy of the uniform
I

mode which is associated with the precession angle G . Note that j
this energy is normalized to. the energy MVHT , where M is the satu-

ration magnetization of the ferrite and V is its volume. Since UT
'IT

is asymptotic to H , and H is assumed to be a linear function of
p p

time, the horizontal portion of the curve E. at large time actually

represents energy increasing linearly with time.

The overshoot in Fig. 5, in which the uniform mode acquires an

early amplitude which is noticeably larger than the asymptotic ampli-

tude, is of interest. Although the experimental generators to be

described below utilize the asymptotic value, the peak value which is

reached earlier may be of some possible use. Under some parameter

ranges the degree cf overshoot can exceed that shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 6 shows calculated values of the ratio of peak precession ampli-

tude at the top of the overshoot to its asymptotic value, for various

parameter adjustments. Figure 7 shows the normalized time at which

the peak precession amplitude occurs.

13
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B. Spin Wave Growth

A limitation on the operation of devices of the present kind results

from the intrinsic pytrametric pumping of spin waves, by which energy is

drawn from the uniform mode into spin waves where it is no longer avail-

able for useful extraction by radiation damping. In steady-state prob-

lems, spin wave phenomena of this kind have been widely studied and a-e
10-12

well known. A study of the mechanisms of spin wave growth under

the present transient circumstances has been made using the digital
13computer. This has been reported in a recent publication, which

constituted part of the work under the present contract, and which gives

theoretical information on the detailed effect of spin waves on the

operation of the Type II generator. The material contained in this paper

is included in Appendix B below, for reference in the design of Type II

ferrite generators. In this investigation, the equations of motion for

spin wave modes in a ferrite subjected to linearly rising pulses of

magnetic field, for all regions of k-space which undergo pumping, are

integrated numerically, assuming initial spin wave excitation at the

level correspondirg to thermal equilibrium. Again, no restrictions are

imposed on the values of HO ) T0 . or dHddt , and again the equa-

tions for the uniform mode are used in completely general form to allow

for arbitrary amplitude of the mode. In the spin wave equations, terms

to first order in the spin wave amplitudes are retained, and all spin

wave back-reaction term. are included in the uniform mode equations.

A numerical integration over k-space determines the aggregate of spin I
wave growth as a function of time, and the energy in the uniform mode

as a function of time in the presence of the amplified spin wave.

Figure 8 is a typical example which shows pictorially the growth,

as a function of time, of both the uniform mode and spin waves in the

ferrite when subjected to a pulsed mngnetic field of the type being

considered here. Figure 8 is a view looking down along the axis of the

net instantaneous field. The tip of the vector representing the instan-

taneous field is considered to be located at the center of coordinates

in the figure, and the plane of the paper is taken to be normal to the

17
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net field vector. Thu,, as .he d.rection of the net field vector

rotates in time. the zbserver is asslamed to move correspondingly. The

curves in ýig, 8 .represent loca of the mag-etization vector as a function

of time. For example, if the circullar uniform precession of Fig. l(a)

were represented in this kind of a diagram, the locus woald consist of a

circle with its center ,.t the center of the coordinates in the figure.

The diagram of the ,uiform mode in Fig. 8 shows the build-up of the

.niform precession aA a .unction of time, illust-atinz the rotation of

the magnetization vector about the axis of the instantaneous magnetic

field. "^÷ e that the precession amplitude reaches essentially its full

value bef,:Pe the rmazetizaition has precessed cne-f.-.rth revolution. The

numbered points on the uniform mode diagram are simply specific points

wrich 4re used to c~rrelate with corresponding points in time on the

spin wave diP.gram. Considering the points on the uniform-mode locus

labeled 22 - ý9 each of these points in turn represents a point on a

successive precession cycle. For example, the magnetization vector makes

one complete revolution in traveling fr-cm point- 22 to point 23, in a

precession which is ezsenticlly circular and of constant amplitude, and

the sbme hoids for the other consecutive pairs of points.

The dashed diagram in Fig. 8 represents the corresponding build-up

of spin waves which are pVmped by the uniform precession mode. Actually

the center of coordinates for both the solid and dashed diagrams shouaid

be co-ncl-dent because both -ýf these diagrams represent precessions

centered ot_ the sase instantanecus field vector. However, for clarity,

these two, coordinata systems ere displaced in the figure. The numbered

point-- on the spin wzve diagram correspond in zime to the points beazing

the same n-mbers -n the un:form mo. diagram. We see tha-t the spin wave

precession has negL.gible amplitudes for the first several cycles ando

then begins to spi:a! upward rapidly. We also note that the spin wave

magnetization pulls into a steady time phase which is something less 0

ths=n :-5 ahead of the an--rorm precession phase as time goes on.

For a more detailed picture of the spin wave build-up process and,

- effect on the unIfcrm mode we return to Fig. 5 which., as stated -A

above, is calculated for parameters which are safficiently close to

- 19-



those used in experiments on the Type II generator to give a very useful

picture of •he build-up prccess, as a function of time, as it occurs in

the actual experiments. Note that the back-reaction effect of spin

waves on the uniform mode, which is included in the graph of Fig. 5, was

not taken into account in calculating the diagram of Fig. 8. In Fig. 5

curve 5 indicates the growth of total spin wave energy as a function of

time. The effect of this spin wave growth on the precession angle §

of the uniform mode is indicated by curve 4, and similarly the decrease

in uniform mode energy is shown by curve 2, representing energy assocl-

ated with the uniform mode. We see that these theoretical curves pre-

dict that in a time of approximately 2 nsec the energy associated with

the uniform mode has been degraded by approximately 10%, by the presence

of spin waves, from the value which it would have without spin waves.

The uniform mode energy decreases rapidly beyond this point. On this

basis, one should design the experiment such that, the energy removal by

radiation damping of the uniform mode occurs before the elaps:ed time

exceeds 2 nsec.

For any given set of parameters, the theoretical effect cf spin

waves on the amplitude of the uniform precession mode may be determined

from the material in Appendix B. Recall that in the absence of spin

waves, the uniform precession mode reaches an asymptotic v3iue. It

then remains at this asymptotic value until the usual, linear relaxation

processes cause it to decrease. As has been stated above, the linewidth

of low loss YIG materials is such that the linear relaxation methods do

not come into play daring the time interval involved in the generation

and radiation of an rf pulse in the present type of device. In one

formulation of the problem of the effect of spin waves on the uniform

mode, then, we calculate the time involved, from the beginning of the

magnetic field pulse, until nonlinear spin wave growth has proceeded tc

the extent that the energy in the uniform mode has been reduced to 10%

4i below the value corresponding to the asymptotic amplitude of the uni-

form mode in the absence of spin waves. It is found that a universal

curve for this time interval can be plotted which holds for an arbitrary

combination of pulsing parameters. This curve is given in Fig. 4 of
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Appendix B. The vertical scale is in terms of the asymptotic value of

the uniform precession mode, irrespective of the combination of pulsing

angle and initial pulsed-field slope which is used to achieve this

asymptotic precession angle. The horizontal scale is the normalized

time at which the uniform mode has been degraded 10% in energy by the

spLn-wave build-up. The values on this horizontal scale represent

time in radians as measured at the initial precession frequency. As

has already been seen, the initial precession frequency is determined

entirely by the magnitude of the applied dc magnetic bias field. In

Fig. 9 below this same curve is shown replotted using a horizontal time

scale in terms of actual time in nanoseconds for the particular case

in which the dc bias field is 700 Oe, which is the value used in most

of the -experiments described below. We see that a total time of the

order of 1.5 nanoseconds is theoretically available in which to carry

out the experiment of generation, translation and radiation of an rf

pulse, if noticeable degradation of energy due to spin wave effects

is to be avoided. Note that radiation damping of the rf output coupling

in the crossover range is not included in the calculation, so that the

prediction of Fig. 9 is actually pessimistic. It is clear, however, on

the basis of these calculations, that one should attempt to reach the

crossover region in a time of the order of one nanosecond, and this is

the essential consideration which controls the total build-up time of

the pulsed magnetic field. In summary, then, the requirements on non-

adiabatic excitation of the initial uniform precession oscillation, as

described in an earlier section, determine the requirement of the initial

time-rate-of-rise of the pulsed magnetic field, while the present re-

quirement defines the total rise time of the field up to the crossover

region. It will be seen later that the actual pulsed magnetic field

waveform developed in connection with the present project was designed

to take these two requirements into account. It will also be seen that

the total rise-time requirement has been better met than the initial

rate-of-rise requirement, and that it can be anticipated that progress in

the latter area would directly increase the peak power output of the It

device.

- 21 -
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C. Coupled Circuit Behavior

Radiation damping for extraction of energy from the ferrite at the

desired frequency is provided by a coupled circuit resonator which is

described below. This resonator, and the uniform mode resonance in the

YIG sample, constitute a coupled circuit system. As the oscillation

frequency of the uniform mode is swept through the resonant frequency

of the circuit mode, a transfer of energy to the circuit takes place.

We use the equivalent circuit of Fig. 10 to simulate the behavior

of this coupled system, in which we identify the ferrite with circuit

1 and the circuit resonator with circuit 2. The system conaisting of

these two coupled circuits contains two normal modes, which we will

refer to as Modes A and B, as illustrated in Fig. 11. In the present

problem, at the start of the pulse the resonant frequency co of cir-

cuit 1 is much less than the resonant frequency a) of circuit 2, and

the energy of the system is almost completely stored in Mode A. As M,

is swept upward in time, through the region of cross-over with the

frequency a2 , the energy transferred to circuit 2 depends on the sweep

rate as well as on the circuit parameters. If the sweeping is suffi-

ciently slow, the fields in the resonators readjust themselves as

*'.ctions of time to essentially preserve Mode A, and the energy, which
was orlginally stored in circuit 1, is nearly all transferred to circuit

2, a5 desired. In the other extreme, if the sweep rate is sufficiently

high, a great deal. of mode conversion takes place during cross-over, and
the energy remairs mostiy in circuit 1, ending up in Mode B.

In the present experimentz, an intermediate sweep rate is used, and

computer calculations were carried out to determine the theoretical

efficiency of transfer of energy from circuit 1 to circuit 2 during cross-

over (see Appendix C). In this process the frequency c2 is held fixed,

and aý is assumed to vary with time as

- A +BA , (B)

- 23-
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CIRCUIT I

CIRCUIT 2

FIG. 10--Equivalent circuit of coupled fefrite and circuit
resonator.
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FIG. 11--illusration of coupledcircuit modes.
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where T 2t Figure 12 is a computer plot which illustrates typical

behavior of the energies in circuits 1 and 2 as a function of time. The

parameter values chosen for this figure are consistent with those used

in experiments described later. The values are A = 0.1, B = 1/20t ,

K = 0.004, Ql = 1,000, and Q2 = 50 • With the values of A and B

shown, cross-over is reached at a time corresponding to nine periods at

frequency u2 . Crosa-over occurs at the time indicated by the vertical

dashed line in Fig. 12. The parameter K specifies the strength of

coupling between circuits 1 and 2, and is related to the frequency sepa-

ration of Modes A and B at cross-over by the expressioq

KC = . (2)

(c4~~A2

The quantity Q1 represents the unloaded Q of circuit 1, while Q2

is the loaded Q of resonator 2, including the loading due to an output

waveguide to which the resonator is coupled. Calculation of the total

energy per sweep delivered to circuit 2 shows this energy, for the case

of Fig. 12, is 29% of the energy which would be stored in circuit 1 at

cross-over in the absence of circuit 2, which latter value is indicated

by the intersection marked U in the figure.

The dependence of this energy transfer efficiency on the coupling

coefficient K , for values of Q2 of 50 and 100, and with all other

parameters as in Fig. 12, is shown in Fig. 13. A family of curves

showing the energy transfer ratio as a function of Q, for several

values of K , is presented in Fig. 14. The curves of Figs. 13 and 14

were calculated using data taken from sets of computer curves of the

kind shown in Fig. 12.

While the value of K used with Fig. 12 is comparable to that

involved in the experiments below, we note from Fig. 13 that a design

using higher coupling coefficients could materially improve the energy

transfer efficiency of the coupled circuits. We also note from Fig. 13

that the energy transfer ratio is predicted to be very insensitive to

Q , the loaded Q of the output circuit.
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"I'.:.. PUIZER DESIGN

Under the program on this contract a significant amotmt of effort

was devoted to developing pulsed field generators having the charac-

teristics required for high power operati3n of the Type II grnerator.

As shown earlier in this report, the principal requirements are con-

cerned with the initial time-rate-of-rise of the pulsed field, the total

time required t, reach the peak value, and the field magnitude at the

peak value if the pulse. 'or an experimental program having the ob-

jectives of the present contract, spark gap switches have consistently

appeared to represent the best solution. Surveys of other types vf

switches indicated that they were generally lacking either in total

current handling capac'ty or switching rate, or tnat the complexity and

development time involved could be expected to greatly ,xceed tha-t in-

volved in the case of spark gaps. As has been stated above, the o'bjec-

tive of tVe Iresern. program was tc test experimentally whether the

Type I. generator was capable of pr.oducing high power microwave pulses,

and in order to focus the effort on this objective it was desirable t%

achieve the necessary pulsed field characteristics in the si2plesz and

most direct way. The spark-gdp and strip-line pulser approach performed

this function satisfact- -ly. This ii not to imply, at this p-int: t-l-t

the spark gap approach wo..d necessarily be best in a practical dev:ce

devefopment, as the ccmrpar.sons between sperk gaps and other pnssible

approaches would have to be zade on the basis of full.y engineered systems

and taking into -.cccunt questicns o•f lifetime and various practical and

environmental factors.

The pul:ed magnetic field is obtained by passing a current, in the

fcrm of a short. steeply rixing pulse of high amplitude, thro-igh a single-

turn coil which is described later. Typical magnitudes involved are a

carrent amplitude of s'me .. 5 kA w;.th a pulse width of several nanoseconds,

and pulse risetlme of so)mewhat under 1 nsec in a coil having an inductance

of the '.rder of 1 nH. in this secticn we describe the pulser apparatus

which was deve•.:ped t- meet these specifications.
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The pulser system is illustrated schematically in Fig. 15. The

general approach involves the use of a pressurized spark gap to switch

a relatively high voltage on a low-impedance strip line, to produce a

current pulse of high amplitude in the strip line, and subsequently

steepeniug the front edge of this pulse by passing it through a second

spark ga;, which c=n3titutes a nonlinear circuit element.

The cha.ged line section on the right-hand end in Fig. 15 is

charged to a de voltage in the range of 10 - 20 kW, upon which is super-

imposed a 60 cps a• voltage in the range of 1 - 3 kV. The dc voltage
is set below the breakdown vo:ltage of the primary (right-hand) spark

gap, and gap firing takes place near the positive peaks of the ac volt-

age, which assures a constant average pulse repetition-frequency. Stable

operation with two pulses per positive peak of the ac waveform is readily

achieved.

The primary and sharpening spark gaps are similar in design. The

gap electrodes are machined from copper or silver-tungsten matrix such

that the radius of curvatue of the firing surfaces is greater than their

snacing. Gap spacing is continuously adjustable during operation. Both

gaps are enclosed in pressure chambers suitable for gas pressures up to

some 15 atm. A drawing of the gap and chamber design is given in Fig.

16.

A large number of experiments were performed, aimed at optimizing

the pulser perfornance as a Thnction of all available parameters, such

as characteristic impedance and geometry of the strip lines, the design

of strip line juncticni, gap electrode shapes, materials, and spacings,

and gas type and gas pressure. Figure 17 is typical of curves obtained

from sampling scope presentations of the leading .edges of both un-

sharpened and sharpened voltage waves on the output strip line, with the

various pulser parameters set near their optimum values. These voltage

waves are viewed by tapping across the output line at the point V in

Fig. 15 located halfway along the length of the line.

In the system of Fig. 15 all sources of reflection of traveling

waves are isolated tfrewise from other circuit elements, to avoid

reflection err.ors and to avoid any traveling wave resonance effects.
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FIG. 17--Sharpened end unsharpened voltage waveforms on
output strip line.
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The middle and output strip line sections have characteristic

impedance of 7.6 a, as there was found to be a broad minimum in over-

all pulsed field risetime in the vicinity of this impedance level.

These lines are constructed of copper strip of width 2 in. spaced

0.060 in. from a copper ground plane by sheet Wylar dielectric. This

spacing avoids nonlinear effects in the dielectric material which were

found to be troublesome at insufficient spacing. In the primary gap,

nitrogen at a pressure in the vicinity of 100 lb/sq. in. provides a

good compromise between risetime and gap voltage drop. Primary gap

spacing is typically of the order of 0.020 in. Pressurizing of this

gap improves its switching time by a factor of about 20 over atmospheric

pressure operation. Pressurizing of the sharpening gap was found to pro-

vide no improvement of its functioning.

To produce the pulsed magnetic field H , the pulsed voltage wave-
P

front of Fig. 17 is incident upon a single-turn pulsed field coil which

provides essentially a short-circuit boundary condition at the left-hand

end of the output strip line of Fig. 15, so that the final value of coil

current is approximately 2V /ZO , where V is the instantaneous mag-
P, p

nitude of the incident pulsed voltage wave and Z0 the characteristic

impedance of the output strip line.

The pulsed field coil is a single-turn loop machined in a braas

fixture as shown in Fig. 18, which combines the pulsed field coil and a

coupled rf circuit resonator, which is discussed later, in a single

integrated element. The input leads to the loop indicated in the figure

are connected directly to the strip line curre-nt source, resulting in a

pulsed field directed al ig the axis of the loop. The YIG sample, which

is not shown is located at the center point of the loop.

The loop itself is separated into two halves by means of a trans-

verse saw cut made at the midpoint of its longitudinal axis. These two

halves are spaced a finite distance and are parallel-connected with

respect to the pulsed driving current.

In one design, the unit of Fig. 18 is mounte4 in an x-band waveguide

flange as illustrated in Fig. 19. The flange introduces a shunt path

for pulsed currents in parallel with the regular coil path, wnich is 4
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FIG. 18--Circuit element containing pulsed field coil and
X-band slot resonator.
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WAVEGUIDE

PULSED FIELD COIL
AND SLOT RESONATOR
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FY.G. 19--X-band waveguide cO'pling structure.
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found to decrease the current in the coil by the order of 10%. The

interfaces between this flange and external waveguide flanges, with

which it mates on both sides, contain sheet lucite spacers which are

essentially transparent to waveguide signals but prevent shorting of

pulse current by the external waveguides. Chokes are used to prevent

rf leakage between the flanges.

With the dimensions indicated in Fig. 18, the ratio of field to

current for field at the center point of the loop is 2.75 kOe/kA. The

inductance of this pulsed field coil is approximately one nanohenry

which, in the 7.6 Q strip line circuit, has a calculated risetime of

0.13 nsec.

The measured leading edge of the pulsed field waveform generated

by the above circuitry is shown in Fig. 20. It is seen that this pulse

is substantially linear cver three-fourths -f the region shown. with -1

slope of 5 kOe/nsec. However, the initial portion consists of a para-

bolic section which joins the linear portion with continuous first

derivative at the point labeled the junction point.

The slope of the linear portion of this pulsed field waveform

corresponds to a rise rate R of 0.6 when the dc bias field is 0.7 kOe.

The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows that, when the angle between the pulsed

field and the dc field is 900, the present R value of 0.6 units should

lead to a final precession angle of 320.

The theoretical effect on the final precession angle of the initial

parabolic portion of the pulsed field waveform is shown in Fig. 21.

This is one of a family of such curves obtained from the digital com-

puter. The horizontal scale is in terms of the number of radians, at

the initial precession frequency, required for the pulsed field to

reach the field magnitude corresponding to the junction point. In the

pulsed field waveform of Fig. 20 the number of radians required to reach

the Junction point is six, and for this case the curve of Fig. 21 pre-

dicts a theoretical final precession angle of 130.
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V., CIRCUIT DESIGN

The separation of the pulsed field loop into two halves forms a

0lot resonator which resonates in the x-band frequency range. The

symmetry of this arrangement is such that the normal mode fields of

the slot resonator are not coupled to the pulsed field circuit. The

slot resonator, whose rf fields are linearly pclarized and are oriented

perpendicular to H , performs the function described above forp
circuit 2, extracting energy from the YIG sample by radiation damping.

With the coil-resonator assembly mounted in an x-band rectangular

waveguide as in Fig. 19, the slot mode is tightly coupled to the TE0 1

waveguide mzde. Also indicated in the figure is a capacitive tuner,

consIsting cf a tita.ui-im dioxide disk whoze spacing from the slot reso-

nator can be varied, to accomplish tuning i.f the resonant frequency from

approximately 7 to 10 Gc/sec. Control of the coupling betveen the reso-

nator and the wavegaide is afforded by means cf an adjustable short

located in the waveguide on one side of the resonator, and also by means

of the two waveguide tuning screws which are shown.

As has been seen, the function of the present device is to convert

energy from the source of the applied magnetic field into rf energy in

an output waveguide. The function of the ferrite is to transfer the

energy to the waveguide through the medium of the coupled circuit reso-

nator. In this operation the ferrite behaves as a parametrically swept

resonator and not as a simple linear transducer of energy in the Fourier

components of the field pulse. In this connection, the latter are

determined by the rate of rise of the field pulse, which is dictated by

the initial precession frequency of the ferrite and by spin-wave buildup

times. and is not related to the output frequency of the device. Howver,

in the vicinity of the crossover point where energy transfer takes place,

efficient transfer requires heavy coupling between the ferrite and the

slot resonator as we have seen from Fig. 13, and it also requires over-

coupling between the slot mode and the output waveguide.
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We can write

E out F12F2 3E , (3)

where E is the energy in the rf output pulse, &. is the energyout iJM
associated with the uniform mode, F1 2  is the energy transfer effi-

ciency between circuits 1 and 2 in the sense of Fig. 13, and F23 is

the energy transfer efficiency between the slot resonator and the wave-

guide, for which we have

F23 23 1 l-QJ , (4)

where and Q2 are the imloaded and loaded Q's of the slot reso-

nator.

In cold testing of the rf output circuit, a test signal from a

swept-frequency signal generatcr is fed into the waveguide at the out-

put flange. This signal flows back toward the ferrite, opposite to

the normal direction of power flow when the device is operating as a

generater. Reflections from the ferrite coupling circuit are used to

analyze the behavior of these components. Reflection coefficient as a

function of frequency is displayed on an oscilloscope. On this display,

dips in the re-.e.,tion coefficient are seen at frequencies corresponding

to the resonant frequencies of the ferrite and the slot resonator. In

these measurements the output circuit is located in a variable labora-

tory dc magnet, oriented such that the applied fielld lies along the

pulsed coil axis, so that the resonant frequency of the ferrite can bL

tuned manually through the slot mode resonance. Also seen on the osci 1 -

loscope are absorption dips due to any other coupled resonances in thu

system. This includes resonances associated with the adjustable short

and also .4iscellaneous spurious coupled resonance'-. The latter are, for

the most part, weakly coupled modes. Some of these are associated with

the dielectric spacers used to insulate the waveguide flanges as indi-

cated in Fig. 24. It is founi that these can le satisfactorily mini-

mi-ed by proper dimensioning of the parts, which is done empirically,
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together with loading of these moles by resistance cloth as in Fig. 24.

Absorption dips correspcnding to the waveguide tuner were observed when

that tuner was present.

The general behavior of the resonant modes is as follows. Assume

that a relatively low value of dc magnetic field is initially applied

to the fer-ite. No pulsed fields are applied to the ferrite during these

measurements, as the ferrite operates simply as - passive resonator for

these cold test measurements. The ferrite absorption dip will appear as

a very narrow resonance line whose width corresponds to the high un-

loaded Q of the YIG sphere. By contrast, thv absorption dip for slot

is mach broader, under conditions of proper adjustment, corresponding to

the much lower loaded Q of the slot mode, as loaded by the coupled

output wavegiide. As the dc magnetic field is increased, when the fer-

rite absorption line moxes close to the slot resonance, the familiar

"billiard-ball" effect of overcoupled circuits is observed, when the

adjustments are wxch that the ferrite and slot modes are watually o)ver-

coupled. In this process, the ferrite mode reaches a position of

closest approach to the slot mode, and then becomes essentially station-

ary as the dc magnetic field is further increased. In this process, the

ferrite resonance curve also broadens until the ferrite and slot mode

curves are of essentially equal width. Of -oourse, in this crossover

range the two modes seen on the scope lose their original identifications

with the individual ferrite and slot resonators. They are simply the two

modes of the s.ystem of 1 I3 coupled resonators, and as such, each of these

modes has energy in each of the resonators. Upon further increase in the

applied dc ma•ietic field, the higher-frequency mode of the pair, which

was originally staticnary and identified with the slot resonator, begins

to move upward in frequency. It eventually narrows to the characteristic

width of the unloaded YIG sphere, and takes on all of the characteristics

of an independent, nloaded ferrite resonance.

The minimum frequency separacion between the two resonance curves as

a function of tbeir tuning represents the frequency difference in Eq. (2).

and thus determines the coupling coefficient K . Measurements on the

slot resonance det.-rmine its unloaded Q , and also determine its loaded

Q versus adj.ustments of the waveguide tuner.
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Measured values of K and minimum usable Q- for the circuit

of Fig. 24 are 300 and 50, respectively, so that Eq. (4) gives

F - 0.83. The measured value of the ferrite coupling factor is

o0.006, so that from Fig. 13 we have F1 2  0.43
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V. DESCRIPTION OF II-B FERRITE GENERATOR

Scale drawings of the Model II-B x-band generator are shown in

Figs. 22, 23; and 24. Figure 22 shows plan and elevation views of the

overall device. It will be seen t~hat all components are contained

within an electrostatic shielding enclosure, which consists of a length

of L-band rectangular brass waveguide, closed at both ends by brass

plates. A coax cable carrying the dc voltage for charging of the pulse

line enters at the right-hand end of this shielding enclosure.

Nitrogen pressure chambers are included for both the primary and

sharpening gaps in this system.

Figure 24 is a skt" !h of the x-band rf output circuit of the gen-

erator. The pulsed-field-coil is mounted in an rf circuit flange in

the manner which has been described above. This flange is insulated

from t~he adjoining waveguides by means i.f lucite plates which are shown

in the figure. These plates have been shaped to fit around the pulsed-

field-coil leads as indicated, to avoid minor sparking which otherwise

occurs in these areas.

It will be seen in Figs. 22, 23, and 24 that controls are brought

out of the shielding enclosure for operation of the rutile disk tuner

which adjusts the frequency of the slot resonator, and also for adjust-

ing the two tuning screws which are used to compensate for the suscep-

tance of the pulsed field coil in the waveguide. The waveguide on one

side of the rf circuit flange is terminated in a movable shorting

plunger, whose position is controlled from outside the shielding en-

closure.

The ferrite sphere, which is centered in the pulsed-field-coil,

is located on the end of an insulating rod which extends out through

the side wall of thc output x-band. wavegaide and through the side wall

of the shielding enclosure, so that the position and orientation of the

ferrite within the coil can be controlled by a micrometer mechanism.

Figure 22 indicates that a small permanent magnet is located within

the shielding enclosure for providing the dc bias field for the ferrite.

-45-
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This is a yoke-type magnet, with a yoke fabricated from cold-rolled

steel, and energized with ferrite circular-ring permanent magnets.

This magnet assembly is capable of producing a field of 800 Oe at the

ferrite, which is readily shunted down to the optimum operating value.

This internal magnet is convenient when the generator is being operated

routinely. For experimental measurements, to facilitate making rapid

adjustments of the dc bias field, this magnet was not used, and a larger

yoke-type magnet, whose pole pieces were capable f fitting over the

outside of the shielding enclosure, was used. This was also a permanent

magnet, having a mechanically adjustable shunt which allowed variation

of the bias field level.

It will be seen in Fig. 22 that a pick-up loop for monitoring the

pulsed field wave shape is available. This loop is encapsulated in

polystyrene at the end of a small-diameter rigid coax line which is

inserted into the device through an opening in the shielding enclosure,

and also through an opening in the waveguide shorting plunger, so that

the loop can be positioned arbitrarily close to the pulsed-field coil.

A port is available for inserting a gauzs-meter probe for measuring the

dc bias field applied to the ferrite. Also in Fig. 22 can be seen two

coax lines which attach to coax fittings on the front panel. One of

these carries a trigger signal which is picked up by a loop coupled to

the output strip line in the vicinity of the sharpening gap. The other

is connected to a direct tap on the output strip line midway between the

sharpening gap and the pulsed-field-coil, which is used to measure the

amplitude of the pulsed voltage wave traveling on the output strip line.

Since this latter voltage is of the order of 10 kV in peak amplitude,

a high-voltage short-yulse fitting is required for the panel connection.

A photograph of the generator, removed from its shielding enclosure,

is showT in Fig. 25.

It was not the purpose of the present work to study engineering

problems connected -4th erosion and l.Lfetime of spark-gap electrodes,

corona or discharges associated with high voltage strip line conductors,

or aging and breakdown phenomena associated with strip line dielectrics.

The central purpose was to determine the maximum rf energy which can be
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extracted from a pulsed ferrite sumple when a field pulse of suitable

waveshape is applied. However, because of the large number of parameters

involved, and the large number of measurements necessary in order to

interpret the behl.vior of the device, measurements over a considerable

period of time were involved. However, high voltge breakdowns were

infrequent. The down time involved in the occurrence of such breakdowns

wp.s minimized by %--ing a mechanical de.lgcrn in the pulser sys',em which

allows quick replaceujnt of all components by means of spare parts which

are kept on hand. Pulse-line dielectric sheets are fabricated from

standard mylar strips which are easily pre-cut to the proper dimensions,

with proper locations of holes and other cutouts, using a master template

which was machined for the purpose. The assembly procedure is such that

these new strips, as well as now spL..rk-gap electrodes and pulse-line

electrodes if required, can be easily dropped into place and the entire

apparatus reassembled and placed back in operation within an hour's time,

which in an experimental laboratory model of the present kind is entirely

satisfactory. This avoided any necessity cf spending time on the i.nveiti-

gation of high voltage lifetime questions in order to gather rf operating

data on the device.
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v;. EXPER.MENTA: RESULTS MOR MODEL ':-B CENERATOR

Figure -6 shows a block diagram of the measuring circuits whi.h

were set up fir detetrmining the rf and vf.leo pulse characternstics of

the Model I1-P generatcr. Power in the rf output pu.ile :s' determined

by two methods. In cne of these methods, average rf power outpuat iý

determined using a st,-ndard thermistor and power bridge, as indicated

in Pig. 26. As described in Section ilI, the avereae p.-J:e repetition

frequency was .ccurately knc-w-n by synchronizing the average firing rate

of the pulser with d signal of known frequiency, so that aver-.ge power

readings obtained from the thermistor bridge could be a:c,.rately con-

verted to rf energy per palie. En the second approich t: measr~ng rf

power output, the rf pulse height is compared direcly with t'he scope

deflecton produced by a si;nal from a reference generbtor. which 1i

indicated in ?ig. 26. The power output of the reference generator is

measured directly on a power bridge. The crystal detector ,.sed for -his

purpose is a Hewlett-Packard Model L24A fast-rise type, which hazs an

observed risetime cf approximately 1.2 nsec. Preci--ion attenueatrs were

used to adjust the 3utput pcwer of the ferrite generater t:) metch the

output power of the reference generator in making peak power meatu.re-

ments. rn practice, the crystal detector sensitivity *emans constant

for long periods cf ti.re, and it is possible to calibrate it and ise

this cal:bration with only occasional rechecking. Note that the pro-

cedure of ccmparing power levels by means of attenu.tor adjustmentQ

avoids any dependency of the power measureme .t on crystal power-law

characteristics.

Actually, -the second method of power measurement, by comparison w.th

the reference signai generator was used in the earlier measurements on

the generatcr. it was in subsequent measurements, when the p.ower output

had been increased to h:gher ranges, that it became practical to employ

the thermistor bridge for power measurcmenLz. When this was done, a

disagreement by a factor of approximately 2 was fiund to exist between
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the two methods, with the thermistor bridge giving the lower readings.

With the exception of Fig. 31 which is shown later, and whose purpose

is to show the dependence of relative power output upon various parameter

adjustments, all rf power figures quoted or used in calculations in this

report are based upon the values obtained from thermistor bridge measure-

ments.

Figure 26 also indicates provisions for measuring video pulse

characteristics during the operation of the generator, by connecting

the sampling scope to appropriate terminals of the generator which are

shown in Figs. 22 and 23.

A photograph of the measurement setup for hot testing of the gen-

erator is shown in Fig. 27. The Model II-B generator mny be seen on

the-table in the foreground. The earlier Model II-A device is in the

large rectangular shield box in the left background. The two large coils

of cable are the spiroline delay lines of Fig. 26, the larger being used

for video pulse delay and the smaller for rf pulse delay.

izn operation of the generator, the frequency of the rf output signal

is controlled primarily by the slot-mode tuner, but it is necessaey to

also track the movable short in the output waveguide. Under these condi-

tions. the output rf pulse train consists of sing.e, nearly monochromatic

pulses, whose frequency is tunable over the entire tuning range of the

slot-mode tuner. In carrying out this procedure the proper position for

the sliding short is a linear function of frequency and is readily pre-

set. The primary tuning control is then adjusted for maximum average

power as read on the average output power meter, and the rf waveform is

observed on the sampling scope, while the primary tuner is readjusted

"slightly for the best rf envelope shape.

Figure 28(a) shows a sampling scope trace of the rf output pulse

1 under proper adjustments. In viewing x-band waveforms care is necessary

to eliminate junction reflections and higher mode excitation in the delay

line circuit to the scope to obtain results as in Fig. 28. Circuits pre-

viously suitable for nanosecond video pulse viewing produced excessive

echoes when used with x-band signals. The slightly increasing rf ampli-

N tude to the far right in Fig. 28(a), after the main pulse has ceaý 'd. is
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rf WAVEFORM

DETECTED
WAVEFORM

400 PS/DIV

FREQUENCY 8 GC/s

FIG. 28(a)--Output pulses of Yodel II-B generator.

33 PS /DIV

EXPANDED rf WAVEFORMS

FIG. 28(b)--]xpanded rf waveforms.
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the beginning of an echo due to residual reflections at the scope input

circuit after all other sources of reflection have been minimized.

In obtaining direct rf waveforms as in the upper trace of the figure,

the output of the ferrite generator Is sufficient to operate the sampling

scope in this manner with some 70 dB of rf atten-.ti:n present in the rf

transmission system between the generator and the Hewlett-Packard 188A

sampling oscillos-cpe. In thi6 operation the oscilloscope is triggered

from a signrl derived from a small pick-up loop coupled to the pulsed

field. Figure 28kb) is an expanded view of the rf waveform of Fig. 28(a),

which illustrates well the interpulse phase coherence. The smooth traces

obtained in this way indicate a high degree of rf phase coherence from

pulse to pulse in the output of the generator.

Also shown in Fig. 28 (a), in the lower trace, is the rf output

envelope obtained using a Hewlett-Packard Model 424A crystal detector

working into 50 ohms. The crystal detector introduces distortions in the

details of the output pulse, which are absent when the unrectified rf

pulse is measured directly.

Tunability of the center frequency of the rf output pulse is illus-

trated in Fig. 29. The total tuning range observed is the same as the

tuning range of the slot resonator mode. The rf energy per pulse is seen

to generally increase as frequency increases, which is to be expected since

the energy associated with the uniform precession mode in the present

pulsing system is prcportional to frequency of the mode, as has been seen

above. During the mea-s-uements in Fig. 29, the pulsed field parameters

were not adJ-ited fer maxinum. rf energy per pulse.

Instantaneous frequency across the pulse can be determined from

sampling scope pictures in the manner illustrated in Fig. 30. In this

case the successive peaks in a sampling scope trace are numbered consecu-

tively. The horizontal l:cations of the various peaks are determined using

a traveling microscope. and these locations are plotted as a function of

the peak number. If the instantaneoas frequency, as averaged over half

cycle intervals, were ccnstant, the points so obtained would of coarse lie

on a straight line whose slope would be a measure of this frequency.

This procedure allcws one to determine the instantaneous frequency at any
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point, as averaged over half cycle intervals. We see from Fig. 30 that

the experimental points lie very nearly on a straight line, indicating

only small deviations, across the pulse, from the average frequency for

the entihe wave train, the latter frequency being 8.1 Gc/sec Ln this

particular case.

Because of the large number of variable parameters in this experi-

mental model of the device, at was impracticable to attempt a straight-

forward optimization by running systematicall through all possible

combinations of these parameters in order to cletermine maximum rf power

output. Instead, various adjustments were set up intuitively and were

then varied in steps which, for the most part, tended to increase the

power, and for each new result the parameter adjustments were recorded

and the power output was plotted on a scatter graph which is shown in

Fig. 31. In this figure the rf energy in the output pulse, measured in

watt-nanoseconds, is plotted on the verticaL, scale, as a function of

diameter of the YIG sample on the horizontal scale. The plotted points

represent measured values of rf output energy. The solid lines on the

graph represent the theoretical energy available from the uniform pre-

cessic-n mode in a YIG sphere for several fixed values of precession

angle, assuming that the process of extracting rf energy from the fer-

rite is 100% efficient. if a measured energy value lies on a straight

line for a given value of precession angle, this indicates that the

actual maximum precession angle achieved in the ferrite must exceed this

value, because there will of necessity be some energy lost in the process

of transferring energy from the ferrite to the rf circuit. This question

is discussed further below. We notice from Fig. 31 that the maximum

energy, in the present series of experimencs, was obtained for YIG spheres

of 46 and 48 mils diameter. We see that for these particular cases the

maximum indicated energy per pulse in Fig. 31 is 660 watt-nanoseconds.

For the measurements involved in this particular graph, rf power levels

were determined by comparison with the power o~utput of a standard labora-

tory signal generator used as a reference. As stated above, this pro-

cedure produces results which are not in agreement with power measure-

ments obtained using a thermistor bridge. Thus, the plotted points in
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Fig. 31 are to be used for the purpose of illustrating relative power

output variations as a function of parameter changes. The straight-line

plots howevdr, being theoretical, are quantitative.

Mhe highest value of rf output energy which has been observed is

325 watt-nsec, determined by thermistor-bridge measurement of average

power as discussed above. Using the values of FI2 and F23 from

Section IV, Eq. (3) gives, for the theoretical ratio of output energy

to the energy available from the ferrite, Eout/Eum : 0.34 . We thus

infer from rf output and cold test measurements that the maximam energy

actually associate'd with the uniform mode in the ferrite was - 1 kW-nsec.

Referring to the straight lines in Fig. 31, this energy corresponds to a

precession angle of approximately 130. This is seen to be in favorable

agreement with the precession angle predicted theoretically from the

computer calculations of build-up kinematics, as shown earlier in con-

nection with Fig. 21.
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VII. MODIFICATIONS

A. RF Outnut Circuit Modifications

In the exploratory cold test work on the circuit of Fig. 24, the

adjustable waveguide short was important because it provided a simple

method of experimentally varying the coupling between the slot mode and

the wavegaide fields while measurements were being made. The adjustable

coapling was similarly important during the first hot test measurements

when the circw-*t of Fig. 24 was incorporated in the Model II-B generator.

This was a carryover from an investigation of an earlier circuit

which preceded the slot resonator design. The former involved the use

cf a miniature rutile dielectric resonator to provide the coupling be-

tween the YIG sphere and the waveguide field. In the case of dielectric

resonators of this kind, an adjustable short has become a standard means

of varying the coupling between the resonator and a waveguide. The

dielectric resonator was found capable of providing suitable values of

internal Q and external Q , but was not as compatible with the re-

quirements of the pulse field coil as is the slot resonator.

A considerable amount of cold test and hot test experience with the

circuit of Fig. 24 showed that the adjustable short has various dis-

advantages which made it desirable to redesign the output coupling cir-

cuit sach as to eliminate the need for this component in a practical

generator. One disadvantage has been seen in Section VI in the fact

that in tuning the output frequency of the generator, it is necessary to

properly track the waveguide short. The variable short constitutes an

additional resonant circuit couplLd to the rf output system. This

results from the fact that the pulsed-field-coil structure constitutes

an rf susceptance in the waveguide which, taken together with the mov-

able short, forms an x-band resonator. This, together with the YIG and

slot resonators makes, in all, a circuit of three coupled resonators,,

all of which are tunable. This system is difficult to adjust for the

proper Q values for the two main resonators. Another disadvantage of
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the movable waveguide short is that it requires a considerable amount

of space compared to the size of the other essential portions of the

output circuit.

Some work has been carried out on an output circuit design which

e iminates the need for the variable short. The arrangement is indi-

cated in Aigs. 32 and 33. The pulsed-coil/slot-resonator element has

been moved from its original position in the broad side-wall of the

waveguide (F•.. 24) to a new position in the center of the waveguide

shorting plane. The fixed shorting plane in Fig. 32 replaces the mov-

able plunger of the earlier design. It will be seen that the shorting

plane is fabricated in two halves, which are separated and insulated

from the mating output waveguide flange, to avoid short-circuiting the

pulsed current fed to the coil. The leads to the pulsed coil are

directly connected electrically to the opposite halves of the shorting

plate. Just as in the previous design, this symmetrical arrangement

completely avoids radiation of rf energy back into the strip-line

pulser circuit.

Consideration of the circuit orientations of Fig. 32 and of the

normal distribution of rf magnetic fields in the waveguide, indicates

that strong coupling can exist between the slot resonator and the wave-

guide fields. It is found that when the slot resonator is located as

in Fig. 33. the external Q of the slot mode is the same as quoted

earlier for the circuit of Fig. 24 over part of the tuning range. This

circuit was installed in the II-B generator as in Fig. 32 and operated

briefly. It showed approximately the same rf power output as the pre-

vious circuit, but !with simpler tuning since there is only one tuning

adjustment. In f•-rther cold test work with this circuit, a slot

resonator element was arranged to slide in the shorting plate, with a

micrometer drive to vary the depth of penetration of the resonator into

the waveguide. The resonator element was guided by cutouts in the two

halves of the shorting plate, and these halves were spring-loaded against

the pulsed coil leads to make electrical contact with them during the

motion. It was found that the coupling between the Vaveguide and the

slot resonator decreased as the penetration was decreased, as expected.

71
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It was also found that the addition of ridges in the waveguide could be

us4d to increase the coupling over that obtainable in unloaded guide.

These ridges were attached along the center lines of the two broad faces

of the waveguide, and started at the shorting end plate, so that the

waveguide in the vicinity of the slot resonator was a double-ridged

guide. The width of the ridges was 0.313 inches and the spacing between

opposing ridges was 0.170 inches. In going away from the slot circuit

these ridges were tapered out into standard waveguide. A t3pical set of

measurements of internal and external Q as a function of frequency fo,

the slot resonator with these ridges present is shown in Fig. 34. It is

seen that the external Q , E , of the slot resonator dropped to low

values, as desired, but varies considerably with frequency. Beyond the

upper frequency range shown in the figure E dropped below 20, to

values which were not directly measurable. These low values of Q are

of interest for high output circuit efficiency in the generator. Further

cold test work would be desirable, attempting to decrease the frequency

variation of QE . The objective would be to obtain a design having

S which could be preset to any desired value, and which would remain

reasonably constant at this value over whatever frequency tuning range

is desired.

Note that the internal Q , Q0 , of the slot resonator is approxi-

mately independent of frequency, as it should be. (Here, % corresponds
to of Eq. (4).] However, its value is lower than for the case of

Fig. 24. This may be associated with details of the ridge construction

in the vicinity of the slot resonator; Eq. (4) shows that it would be

important to remove the source of loss to obtain maximum output circuit

efficiency.
A spurious resonance was found in the rutile tuning diik when tuning

tc the low-frequency portion of the tuning range. A small block of sty-•
cast dielectric, having dielectric constant of 12, was cut to fit directly

into the electric field region of the slot resonator. This provided a

fixed capacitor which lowered the frequency of the resonator and removed

this effect. However, the stycast contrilLuted to the Q degradation,

so that one would want to either redesign the rutile tumer disk or replace

the stycast sanple with a dielectric of higher Q
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if these various modifications can be successfully carried out, the

ridged output circuit may be capable of providing higher efficiency

than the present output coupling system in the II-B generator, together

with having the advantage of single-knob frequency tuning.

B. Propesed Modification of Pulsing Process

It is shown in Section UII that the initial parabolic portion of

the present pulsed field waveforms has, in theory, a very harmful effect

on the precession angle. In fact, the present precession angle is seen

to be near the bottom of the most steeply declining portion of the

curve of Fig. 21, so theat any reduction in the time required to reach

the Junction point would be of real value in increasing the precession

angle. According to Fig. 21, the parabolic effect in the present gen-

erator reduces the precession angle by a factor of 2.5, which leads to

a reduction of energy of 7.8 dB. It is to be expected that the output

energy of the generator could be increased by this amount if the para-

bolic effect could be eliminated.

A new approach, aimed at overcoming the limitation of precession
I

angle due to the prarabolic effect in the pulsed field, is illustrated

by Fig. 35. Here the pulsed magnetic field H is applied at an angle
0 p 0

to H0 which exceeds 90 , i.e., the pulsing angle *0 exceeds 90°.

The vectors 1, 2 and 3 represent the total magnetic field at three suc-

cessive instants of time during the pulsed field buildup. It is seen

that the total field magnitude at first decreases monotonically with

time until it re~ches the value of vector 2, and thereafter increases

monotonically wv-th time. The parabolic range labeled in Fig. 35 covers

the time interval requ:ired to reach the Junction point. During this

interval the precession frequency is relatively high and the sweep rate

is low, so that very little precession angle is established. The

interval between vectors 1 raid 3, labeled excitation range, is the

interval during which the piecession frequency is lowest and the angular

velocity of the total field vector is highest. Mhis is the nonadiabatic

region during which excitation of a large precession angle is expected to

occur. The pumping range beyond vector 3 is the range during which the
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magnitude of the precession angle remains substantially constant while

its frequency and energy are pumped upward by the pulsed field, just as

in the present Type Ii generator.

The essential idea involved in this approach is that the parabolic

region of the pulsed field rise, which involves a very low average rate

of rise, is moved outside the critical region of low precession frequency.

The low frequency region is then traversed with high angular velocity, a

condition now known to be necessary for the establishment of large pre-

cession angle. We know that the entire precession angle is essentially

established during the first one to two radians of precession in the

region of lowest precession frequency. The behavior under the conditions

proposed in Fig. 35 should be first studied on the digital computer, to

determine the extent of improvement, and the optimum combination of

parameters. This would represent an extension of computer cases solved

previously for pulsing at angles of 90o and less. An experimental evalu-

ation would involve simple mechanical modification of apparatus of the

present type to permit pulsing at angles other than 900, and to permit

increased biased field amplitude.

This mode of operation has a further possible advantage which may be

of importance. Theory and experiment both predict a rapid increase of

energy with decrease in the magnitude of the de bias field and the pres-

ent approach, by pulsing rapidly through the region of minimum total

field. instead of dwelling in that region for a long period of time

(essentially continuously) as in the present operation, may allow the use

of small minimum field before the formation of domains in the ferrite

becomes harmful. That is, as the total field vector sweeps through the

position 2 in Fig. 35, it may be possible for As magnitude to dip below

the allowable field minimum required to maintain saturation in the case of

a dc field. Due to the repid sweep rate through this region, end to the

reasonably small average angle between the total field and the magnitl-

zation in this region, this fact may be of importance in producing a

second increase in the final precession angle and energy in the Type I0

device, over and above the increase due to elimination of the parabolic

effect. I
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C. -Other Possible Modifications

We list here a few additional topics which might be of value to

explore for further development of Type II ferrite generators.

With regard to increasing the power output, one s&nuld consider

possible use of multiple ferrite spheres, or larger-volume samples, to

increase the energy associated with the uniform precession. Also of

interest is the use of material of lower saturation magnetization, to-

gether with lower bias field to increase the uniform precession magni-

tude. Material with high crystalline anisotropy, such as single-crystal

planar ferrite, which has been developed at the Signal Corps Engineering

Laboratcries in recent years, might be used to advantage to achieve

larger precession angles, or to reach higher output frequencies with

lower pulsed field magnitudes.

In terms of a practical device, great reduction of physical size

should be possible. The active YZG sample and slot resonator circuit

are extremely small. The bier. field permanent magnet could be cor-

respondingly small. In the pt'ser strip-line, segments which are pres-

ently employed for time-domain isolation of pulse reflections for

measurement purposes, could be eliminated. Dimensions of the remainder

of the pulser could be reduced very appreciably by rearranging strip-

line layouts to equalize dimensions, employing recent techniques for

miniature strip-line fabrication, and by miniaturizing the switching

elements. it might be possible for the spark-gap switches, which have

proved very satisfactory for the present laboratory experiments, to give

way to other types of switches.

Regardless of the aunifrm precession amplitude which is developed

in the device, the energy associated with the uniform precession mode

in the ferrite sample is necessarily a small fraction of the pulse energy

circulating in the strip-line circuitry. This circuitry has a reasonably

high Q , and the Q could be further increased, and thus it is pos-

sible in principle to devise means for recirculating this unused energy

back to the dc power supply after each pulse. This possibility was not

investigated under the present program, as it was outside of the present

objectives, but could be an impoitant aspect of any practical develop-

ment of devices of this kind.
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APPENDIX A

FINAL PRECESSION ANGLES FOR

PULSED FERRITE SAMPLES
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1XK5 ThANSA.1ONS ON MAGN1Cn - Vo0. 5Alo-2, No. I - MAW, 10M

Final Precession Angles for Pulsed Ferrite Samples
KENNETH J. HARKER, MZMaza, Ix::

Abalrec--A theoretical study Me bees made of the tranaient transient circumstances a new study of these mechanisms
motion of the magnetlzatle vector in Isotropic fertite p06"" is required, and such a study has been carried out using
during the application of pulsed magnetic fields at an angle to the dc the digital computer 181. Another factor which, in
saturating field. Results are presented which permit the deter-
mination of the Snal precession angle for 1) arlttary palm-frlu principle, influences the final precession angle is the
rates and pulsing angles when the pulse Is lnear, and 2) arbitrary existence of dissipation mechanisms within the ferrite,
pulsing angoes when the puls Is silowly rising and nonlinear, which have been ignored in the analysis being reported

in this paper. In practice, it can be expected that the

INTRODUCrION effect of such dissipation during the rise time of the applied
field will be very small, because the avoidance of serious

TT IAS BEEN SHOWN theoretically [1 ], [2] and OXPCri- spin wave effects typically limits the total rise time of the
mentally [31, [41 that small ferrite samples subjected applied magnetic fields to values much shorter than the

to pulsed magnetic fields can transfer energy from the relaxation time of common YIG materials. Under these
lulned magnetic field to a suitably coupled AF circuit in circumstances, any effects of attenuation within the
the form of microwave energy. The basic process involved ferrite would, in practice, occur during the interval
is the establishment of an angle between the magnetiza- devoted to extraction of RF energy from the ferrite,
tion vector in the ferrite and the applied magnetic field which process is not within the scope of this paper. Also,
vector by orienting the applied field at an angle to the it should be recognized that in practice, of course, the
magnetization, and by introducing the applied field in amount of RF energy attainable from the ferrite will be
the form of a pulse whose rate of rise is sufficieally rapid strongly dependent upon the efficiency of the RF coupling
that an appreciable fraction of this physical angle is system used to extract the RF energy, which again is not
maintained until the field has reached its -'sired magni- within the scope of this paper.
tude. This is a question of the kinematics oi electron spin The question of spin-wave effc ms was noted, has
motion in a pulsed magnetic field. As the magnetic field been the subject of a separate the,-. " eai investigation,
rises, torques are exerted upon the magnetization in the and the other factors previously listed, which also combine
sample, resulting in a motion of the magnetization which to limit the final precession angle, are the subject of exten-
generally tends to reduce the angle between the magnedi- sive experimental studies which are now in progress in
zation and the field during the build-up interval of the this laboratory. In the meantime, the particular aspect
field. The RF energy which can be extracted from the which is studied theoretically in this paper has a basic
ferrite increases monotonically with the magnitude of the relationship to these other aspects in that it shows the
final value of the angle between the magnetization. and maximum possible precession angles which one can hope
the applied field, this increase be%.g quadratic for smal t attain on simple kinematic grounds, quite apart hem
angles. Because of the fundamental importance of the the various experimental parameters which enter into
final precession angle, this paper will present a theory for the other effect. mentioned above. While thi present
predicting its magnitude in isotropic spherically shaped kinematic problem has receivel earlier theoretical study
samples as a function of the angle to the magnetization at [11, the present paper present. the first solutions which
which the applied field pulse is oriented, thep fre approximating assumptions,
Of the applied field pulse, and the ,magnetic properties of and which also extend to the range of largs precesion
the ferrite sample.

In practice, additional processes also operate to affect
the final value of precession asngle obtained. One such
proes is the amplification of spin waves from their EQUATIoS OF MoToN
thermal levels to high levels, which decrease the energy In the fixed coordinate bystem (z'y'z') shown in Fig. 1,
available from the desired uniform precession mode and the sample is initially magnetized to saturation by a
increase the energy associated with spin modes which, constant magnetic field, Ho, with components
unlike the uniform precession, cannot transfer their energy
to a coupled microwave circuit. In steady state problems, s
spin wave phenomena of this kind have been widely oH. 0 (2)
studied 151, [61, 171 and are well known. Under the present H,, - H. - ' (a)

hlascript, received June 10, 1065; revised November 29, 1965. A pulsed field H,() is then applied along ihe z'-axis.
The rmarcu reported in this paper was spo by the U. 8. Army
Electronics Research ad Developmen't a I' Fort Mon- It is convenient to introduce the moving coordinate
mouth, N. J., under Contract DA 2&M03 7AMs.0l97(E). syatem also shown in Fi 1. 1]* • of ,his

The author is with the W. W. Hamam uIIabe•teries 0 Physics,
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. system is chiose to coincide with the total magnetic field
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Fi. i. Coordinate system. ,na

H( d the with the fixed m's 2. Variaiono M.withp"s fo -

angle * is defined in the figure and 9o is chosen to be
th value oft at the initiation of the pulse.

The equato" of -,otion in the moving eowintee,

system for the no-netisation vectormponents M.
MA and M. are g•vwa by

ftrW -'Yujj 8- aj (4) .

Mr, MJi (5)

V,- M141 (6) US

and L

HO (H i. teo)' + (H cose , + H,)' (7)

cot# - H e , + H, (8) 0.o1• •e K* in to"r.•

whereyisthegyromigneticratio, andthedotrepresents Or... A *.. .
differentistion with respect to time. The initial conditions a ., 0 .

are
ft &.3 Vartiono M.with pursinivforv - 9o0,

MdM, I

th! magnetization vector being normalized so that d- + ' (II)
MIS + M12 + M.41 - i. whr !.

Terms due to the demagnetizing field do not appear -H,(2
inasmuch as the sample is epherical. f- (12)

LINEAa Puwz SmAps Starting at r = to = cot , these equations were numeri-
In this section we will investigate the motion of M for caly integrated on a digital computer with respect to

linearly rising puse shapes. If we change the independent r until M. approached a limiting value. This was repeated
variable from I to for various fixed values of to auid P. A representative set

of runs showing the variation of M. with respect to P"'r
S-cot*, sin *, is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for to equal to 30" and

-90 respectively. It can be seen from these solutions that
then •r equatonaiume the form then is very little oscillation in M, when 0iter sin *. is

Sf, a �dot.as +$)M,+ A (0) i t 10, The atual +nM wee earred out until

"" l @+,in to equaled about 17.
In the case of each run, the limiting precession angle

dfr. sin$ *+ -wTi3)raM (10) Was detmied by inserting the limiting value of M. in
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* 9*1equations of motion. If we define

NO4 a..d

situii' (14)

044 OWS them (9)-il) reduce to the single linear differential

dv ~1+t

It is knwn timat this hass a 561ution of the form
WO tV 3 4;, be Ge T#' V V

rWi 4. rins piseoeNtange go M a functi of .1 W onhagesg 4
wlthamapmstu . -where

Pm.-iUs(1 + rJni

The precesion angle is given, by the relationi.

when 9 is small. By letting r approach infinity in (16) we
obtain the expression for es. Since P is a pure imaginary,
it follows that

- QJ?* d~j.(17)

ubstitution then yideld the final formula. for 0j:

V0.,expP!''Io+ml+

I(I+ Min" + (18)

0 ( M.2)"t The situation is eve simpler when to is amal. Since
M. tiimplies that0 issmahllalso,it follcm that (18) is

again valid Furthermore, since T IS nOW kIsre me can
The final precession anglee01is plotted in Fig. 4as a fun- replace (1 + vps)1 by r, :wd als neglec the term In
tion of *owith 0as aparameter, while in Fig. 5, Otis (1+ Isy)'i'nth"scase, (1g)reducesto
plotted asa function of %rpwith toas aparameter. In
the latter figure, the quantity %rowas chosen in order to 98 dv x hiS'' 1
straighten out the curves as much as possible. The choiceea 2.
of p and 9. a parameters for these curves isnot unique,
of course, and was chosen because the pulse-rise rate was Further reduction leads finally to the formula
varied and the precession angle held constant during the
experiment%, or vice versa._l.

Fortunately, it is also possible to obtain a closed-form tw + 2/P( ")-0 '+
solution for the final precession angle under simplifin [sin % \1_ (' Dn
assumptions which we often compatible witheqxerimeutal 2 W
conditions. In aome euipementa A is Vaste than 10, and
tonseqmevitly, as Fg.5siwgeste and more detWW scal- where R is the~rtio of Olt to, and 8and me the
culations show, the precessio ange under these eircum- familiar Fresnel integrals This formul has already been
usanes;issnull.It isthuenvalid to set M,to unity in the derived byEILSchlknamn 2t It inextresne useful since -
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t then (22) reduces to
dno He sin toI, &

di. Iesn'ar (23)
. -,-A

.L By integrating, we obtain the solution

/.pf6b~et. (24)

" - Becauset i small, the precession angle is given by

"' 0- ImI-hI,..-
The final precession angle is given, therefore, by

Gs VO 'Y (25)

01 We now make an asymptotic expansion of (25) in
* a 4 6a 1 "i@ s 14 inverse powers of H. by partial integration. The first

integration by parts yields the relation

#0 + 0 q,)A 1,(26)

".06 I where/Jks in the value of R, at t = 0. If the pulse-riser-.te is slow, it seenm plausible that the integral in this

".05 - • expression can be neglected. This p emis is consistentwith the results of a number of digital computer runs

We obtain, therefore, the expression

.0 sin to 27)

.02 for the final precession angle. This expression holds for

.0o slowly rsing linear, and nonlinear pulse shapes. One
should note that for small t', this result in identical to

0 0 10 t M Al s 0 70 so SO 100 the asymptotic form of (20) for large p. In terms of om-
9 puter studies made in connection with this work, the

]ig.7. RAtioRtdOeto #o futetiomdD.This curve ,idosdy condition of slow pulse-rise rate corre4onds to the
for Sawn #S. condition

it depends on only one parameter, A. RatioR was evaluate W - 1.
numerically and has been plotted in Figs.' and 7 as a
function of . For example, when 0 is 10, accuracies of the order of one

NoLINX3A PULON SNAM to two percent are obtained in O0. It should be noted,
however, that the transition from (26) to (27) is not

S It it also possible to derive a simple formula for the justified if q/,, is sufficiently small.
final precession angle which holds for both linm and The reason why the initial portion of the pulse is so

* nonmlinear pulses when thepulse-rse rate is slowimportant in determining the final precession angle srams
fH we asume that the pulse rises slowly enough to keep from the fact that * approaches zero, provided/' is

s innall, thenM, an be met to one. Byusingthevarisble bounded, am H, grows large. This is most easily seen by
a of (13), we obtain from (4)-(6) the -lOti examining the equation obtained from (8) by differentiat-

&%- go -m s-?in 11 ("ngwith respe to t Referring to (4)-(6), it is clear then
*s + AV, (2) that changesinlip chane only the magnitude of H, thus

Sraising the precession frequency without changing the
Ifwe p-eceason gl1

Where• By using the results of this paper it should be possible
to determine the precession angle set up by pulsed mag-

~ Hdt - .- -.netie lIds under a variety of conditionu Figuum 4 and 5
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APPENDIX B

TRANSIENT SPIN WAVE BUILDUP IN FERRITES

by

K. J. Harker and H. J. Shaw

Stanford University
Stanford, California

ABSTRACT

The equations of motion for spin waves in a ferrite, together with

the equations for the uniform mode, have been numerically integrated for

the case in which the ferrite is subjected to an applied magnetic field

which rises linearly in time. The equations for the uniform mode are

completely general and allow for arbitrary amplitude of the mode, so

that parametric couplings which lead to spin wave instabilities of

various orders are accounted for, including the ordinary first-order

and second-order spin wave instabilities. The spin wave equations are

solved to first order in the spin wave amplitudes.

The equations have been solved under the conditions of a linearly

rising magnetic field having arbitrary rate of rise, together with a dc

applied magnetic field of arbitrary magnitude, and for arbitrary angle.

between the orientations of the rising and dc fields. Assuming that

spin waves are initially excited to thermal amplitudes, a numerical inte-

gration is performed o-ier k-space to find the aggregate spin wave growth

The work reported in this paper was supported by the United States
Arry Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, under Contract
DA 28-043 AMC-0039 7(E).
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as a function of time, and the energy in the uniform mode as a function

of time in the presence of the amplified spin waves. These results de-

fine the conditions under which useful transient devices can be operated

"i7or the generation of microwave .energy in pulsed magnetic fields, to

take advantage of the large rf magnetization available in ferrites when

operated beyond the usual limiting values of the Wu tform mode which

apply under steady-state operation.

i

I
I

I
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INTRODUCTION

It has been shown112 that a small ferrite sample subjected to a

suitable pulsed magnetic field can constitute a coherent oscillator for

the generation of microwave energy. Theoretical considerations involved

in this device have been studied by several authors,3"6 and also some

studies of another, but closely related, pulsed ferrite device are

relevant7-9 to some aspects of the present device.

The basic process involved is the establishment of an angle @

between the total applied magnetic field and the magnetization in the

ferrite, by applying a pulsed magnetic field at a geometrical angle T0

to the initial direction of the magnetization, the latter being determined

by a dc bias field. The final precession angle O , for the uniform

mode, which results when spin wave amplification is ignored, has been

investigated theoretically over a broad range of physical parameters. 6

An important practical li Itation on the operation of such devices

results from the intrinsic parametric pumping of spin waves, by which

energy is drawn from the uniform mode intc spin waves where it is no

longer available for radiative extraction. in steady state problems,

spin wave phenomena of this kind have been widely studied and are well

known. 1 0  A study of the mechanisms of spin wave growth under the

present transient circumstances was reported recently, 1 3 but this study

did not take into account analytically the back reaction of the spin

waves on the unirorm mode.
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This paper presents a theory and calculations which specify quanti-

t itively the limitations imposed by spin-wave growth on the energy

available for radiative extraction from spherical, isotropic samples

subjected to linearly rising pulses of magnetic field. The equations

of motion for the uniform mode and the equations of motion for spin-

wave modes for all regions of k-space which undergo pumping are inte-

grated numerically, assuming initial spin-wave excitation at the level

corresponding to thermal equilibrium. No restrictions are imposed on

the values of the dc bias field, the pulsing angle, mode amplitude, or

the rate of rise of the pulsed field. All terms are retained in the

equations for the uniform mode. In the spin-wave equations, terms to

first order in the spin-wave amplitudes are retained. The integration

of the uniform mode equations requires a repeated integration over that

region of k-space in which spin waves are being pumped. Another inte-

gration over k-space at edch time step gives the spin-wave energy as

a function of time.

The paper concludes with a discussion of the asymptotic spin-wave

growth rates and an investigation of the region in k-space over which

pumping would be expected to occur.

- 83 -
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CALCULATION OF THE PATH OF THE SPIN WAVE AND UNIFORM MODE MAGNETIZATION

Because of the unwieldy nature of the equations to be dealt with,

tensor notation will be used throughout. In particular, ai and 5ijk

will represent the Kroniker delta symbol and Levi-Civita tensor density,

respectively. Vector quantities and components are referred to with an

upper bar and subscript, respectively; for example, H and Hn

Referring to the fixed coordinate system shown in Fig. 1, the sample is

assumed to be initially magnetized to saturation by a constant field

with components

H :Ho sin 0

H : o (1)

00 HI HO CosY3 $0

where H is the magnitude of the saturation field.

A linear pulse of magnetic field, Hp is then assumed to be applied

along the x-s-axis. It is convenient to introduce the moving coordinate

system also shown in Fig. 1. The x3 -axis of this system is chosen to

coincide with the total applied magnetic field, H = H + lip , arid the

x -axis with the fixed systems x'-axis. The angle f lies between the
2 '2

x3 and xi-axes, and *0 is chosen to be the value of 4 at the initia-

tion of the pulse. In this coordinate system the magnetization obeys the

equation of motion given by

:• • dMn
n -6 MY(H- 5 .i) ,(2)

dt npq p q 2q dt
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where M is the total magnetization vector, B is the total field,

t is the time, and y is the gyromagnetic ratio. The second term

arises from the motion of the coordinate system about the y-axis. We

may expand M into a spatial Fourier series

Mm = M rroj Ogkm e , (3)

where M is the magnitude of R ,

• -4 nM ik x ikx

Hq = 53qH " (41M/3(oq 7 k r akrkq e r r x r Dk2?kq e r r

(4)

D is the product of the exchange field times the square of the lattice

spacing, and k is the magnitude of the propagation vector k . By

substituting Eqs. (3) and ( 4 ) into the equation of motion, setting the

coefficient of each term in the Fourier expansion to zero, and ignoring

quadratic terms in ak in the spin wave equations we find that
km"

Of°nd = " 7 npqOop8 3q H - nqak kqkr] +npq op 2q -d

(5)

and

dakn 7 H a k-k +a* + kk a E
t i [npq op 3oq'H n3qD - oq k q npq opq or]

dt nk 1

S~(5)

Inp4 ok q 3q k2"qopqrk

, t-.

ak * 6



it is convenient at this point to introduce a change of variables.

We define

S: ctn cos (7)

-HP sin

= -- (8)

dH

dt

k1= -- = sin kcos k (9)

k

' -- = sin @k sin Ok (10)k

k
t,3 3- cosG (1)

k

where Hp is the magnitude of HP • In terms of the new variable T

we note that

H = H sin 0o(1 + r2)1/2 (12)

d'r yH°
-- = (13)

dt sin * 0

d#" 1

86--
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By substituting these equations into Eqs. (5) and (6) we obtain

da 2 21/2 42 I0
= sin * (l+-8 a 1 i t-

d•-rnd, 0 • sin2 *O~l +npq 3p Hoq + 07 e npq q r 0 i

Npq a(15)
1+ 2

and

2/d~kn _______3- _k2 1/2
"-- =8 6 kp sin 4M/a -0 sin2 *o(1 + T2
d[r nPq 0-o oq 0 b3qJ

+ P sinij * -4m a U.a E)nqak q(6s o npq op qrkr n1 2 (16)

The calculations in this paper will be based on the assumption that

the spin waves are initially in thermal equilibrium. Statistically, one

can obtain no information from studying the components of a , since

they average to zero. The quantities that must be considered are the

quadratic terms in a•k . Accordingly, we define the tensor

e. = - Re (akmakn)AV (17)
3KT

where K is Boltzmann's constant, V is the periodic volume, and T

is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. 1Taking the ensemble average of
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Eq. (15) and then substituting Eq. (17) gives

do 21/2 3K T
-n = sil n o(l + 2) 5 npq 5p a oq + A sin *o - 5npqIqIrCkpro MVH° q rkp

a
npq op 2(18)

where a is now understood to henceforth represent the ensemble.average.

In order to obtain equations for the eln , we multiply Eq. (16) by

ý .We then permute m and n , take the complex conjugate, and

add the original. and permuted equations, obtaining an expression for

d/d-r(kna) . Taking the real part of the ensemble average then gives

de_ n + C Esin 4JM/3 - Dk2

npq kpm +mpq kpn H oq

- sin2  (l + r 2 ) 1 3

4:9M 2(5 p E c gg+5 mpg C kg)
+ sin -o a . q° I r(5 npq ekrm+ 5 r + e2p n mm+ 2

H0 Hop qP r npq -pr

(19)

Since Ek n is .ymetric, this represents six equations for each value

of k

In order tc bring Eq. (18) into final form, it will be necessary

to replace the ,'•zation over Ik by a suitable approximating integral.
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If we define c and £ by the relations

k

C (4= i/11' (20)

(4jtM/3 )l/2P

4 12 
(21)

then it can be shown that

MVeH 1 2 2: j2
K - f cdcf#o sin Pk? dk (22)

; KT 0 0 0

In deriving this relation we have used the fact that the integrand is

identical for k and -k . The limits on c are chosen to include

only that portion of the spin wave manifold which is pumped, as will be

shown in the last section of this paper. By substifuting into Eq. (18)

we have

od°n sin2 0 (1+ 2)1/2 oq- sn l¶ bn~q 83p • q
d~r

1 21t iJ2"
+ £ sin 4ro c A ~fc dk sin Ilk d11k 6nqqr r"np o 2

jfi* f f 2i OS nek npq ~q r 6pr 2
0 0 0+

(23)

In order to integrate Eqs. (19) and (23), the initial conditions must

be obtained. Since the only spin waves which will be pumped are of long

wavelength, classical statistics will suffice. The first step is to obtain
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an expression for the energy by classical methods. This is done by

calculating the energy retrieved from the system by forcing the spins

back into the positions they would occupy at absolute zero. To estab-

lish the energy of a given state, one must evaluate the integral

E a ffHs dM dV (24)

where the lower limit corresponds to the configuration where all spins

are parallel to the applied magnetic field., and the upper limit cor-

responds to the configuration associated with the given state. Here

Hn is given by Eq. (4) and dMn is given by the differential of Eq. (3):

n- M(o ;0  ikrxer r) (25)

By substituting into Eq. (24) and integrating we obtain

E H VM + -- Aa aDkor) • a II + -o3 or or r

(26)

where A signifies difference between, the final and initial values.

We find that

%o3 = cos 0(1 - a)/2 -

(27)

cos I-0 akr -i
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and

g or aor) a or a -o - - kr akr (28)

kf 0

where 9 is the angle between a and H . By substituting into

Eq. (p6) and simplifying we obtain

E - EUJ + ESW (29)

where

EUM = MVH(1 _ cos Q)(aor a or)1/2 (30)

is the energy in the uniform mode and

S+ 4M J [(H - 4+ k I a rCI (31)

is the energy of the spin waves. Taking the ensemble average of Eq. (31)

and substituting Eqs. (17) and (22) reduces the equation for ES to the

form

MM 21 n2E 21/ f fc2dc d0k sin Qk d~k
W 6 sin *(a+ 2 1/2 of W I Is

6snr(l¶ 0 0

x1 + c + (32) -
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where

H = (1 + T21/2 (sin o)0 H * (33)

Since the summand in Eq. (31) is independent of the sign of k , the

total energy associated with the i and -k spin waves is given by

Ek = MV [(H _ 4,01+ Dk2 ) ak a* + 4I tý aI 2] .(34~)

At thermal equilibrium ak3 is taken as zero. letting subscripts r

and i stand for real and imaginary parts, resjectively, we can write

this equation as

Ek = MV (H 41m+ Dk2) (4r a 2 2  ) + 4&M(,ta + t..a )2

+ (- + k ,i + k2 ) r 1(kl.. i 2 •2)

(35)

Note that r and i are not running symbols. The mean-squared values
2 2

of aiul , k2 etc., are then calculated according to the formulae

ofx ai ) %2 ~

a a -E k/kT dffkmr knr m,r akn,r
S(akn, r akn,r) AV •Ed (36)•. AV fI e-El d a•,r d •r
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Note here again that m and n are not running symbols in this equation.

By evaluating these integrals we obtain the relations

2 rC (IIo 4g-+ k 2  (
k,,r AV3

('a - K7 L f - +- D + 4nM 2) (38)
'k2 ,r AV 2MX3

(ckl,r ak2;,r AV 2 A 12(39)

where

X=(H 4m Dk2(o 4nM si2'

(40)

Identical expressions are obtained for (a 2 (, 2 and
kl..i AV k91AV

(a a i) Substituting the above equations(kili ak2, A

Re(aa) = 2(a c, ) (41)
km Vý km~r akn,r AAV AV

into Eq. (17), we obtain, finally, the initial values of e

2 2
Okkli -~~ 1nM + c + 3-V)/ (42)

c2 2l)£k2 = (3H0/414- 1+c + 31 )f (43)

£jr33 =0(45)

Co/ 2 )

12 = (- 12 + + (45)
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ek2 3 = 0 (46)

ek31  = 0 (47)

where

3e + •2 i 1 + c2+ 3 sin 2 2 (48)
(vý - lnc )(IT-lK + ink)

Equations (19) and (23) were integrated simultaneously by the

Kutta-Runge numerical method for discrete set of k values covering

the region of growing waves described by the limits of the integral in

Eq. (22). The initial conditions for these equations are given by

Eq. (42) - (47) with H° = 4nM/3 . The uniform mode was given an

initial amplitude of

ao3 = cR= 0.761 , (49)

corresponding to 11C at room temperature. The other numerical constants

chosen were D = 4.4 x 1099 0e-cm2 , T = 2930K , K = 1.38 x i0°I@

erg/deg, and y = 17.6 (nsec-koe)- 1  The value of D was taken from

.€chlbmann. 1 5 At each point in the Runge-Kutta integration of Eq. (23)

where the derivatives of the dependent variable are evaluated the

integral appearing in the equation was evaluated by Simpson's rule using

the discrete set of k values as mesh points. The spin wave energy was

evaluated with Eq. (31) by Simpson's rule in the same manner as the

integral in Eq. (23).
•-i The end result of these calculations is the variation of ak ,

EUM, and ES as a function of time. In all, six different cases,
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corresponding to six pairs of values of 0 and * , were studied. Two

of these cases are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, where a = (a a )/R
N or or 1R

o , EuM/MVH , and Esw/MVH are plotted as a function of normalized

time:

7Ho0t = sin *o(0 - ctn*o) . (50)

An important quantity related to the use of pulsed ferrites as a

microwave energy source is the amount of energy available for radiative

extraction. The ratio

(l - cos )(cor a or)12
R o o (51)

(1 - cos GV aR

representing the ratio of the energy in the uniform mode to the energy

in the uniform mode without spin waves was chosen as a measure of this.

The ultimate precession angle Ot attained by the uniform mode without

spin waves has been calculated in a previous report.5 Values of Ot

from the report are presented in Table I for the six cases studied.

Also presented in the table are the values of EuM/MVH corresponding

to a 10% degradation in the uniform mode energy (R 0.9) as calculated

from the formula

EU/MVH =R(l - cos.9t) . (52)

In the last row of the table are given the normalized times, 7Hot ,

corresponding to the l0 degradation of the uniform mode energy as read

off from curves for the six cases of which Figs. 2 and 3 are examples.

These results are further summarized in Fig. 4, where the final precession
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angle Q• , is plotted versus the normalized time, 7H t , corresponding
0t, 0

to R = 0.9 . One will note that the normalized time for R to attain

a particular value is dependent primarily on Ot , and not on the

particular combination of 0 and *o required to give k•

TABLE I

NORMALIZED TIME FOR 10% DEGRADATION OF UNIFO1R4 CODE

90 900 90 0 70o 500 450

P .4 .6 .8 .6 .4 .8

5t 58.9. 52.7 47.6 38.5 29.8 21.2

D.9(1 - cos V) cR .331 .270 .223 .1485 .0903 .o465

7Hot 5.14 5.82 6.5 8.23 11.0 16.5

We may obtain a useful relation from Eq. (3). Taking the dot

product of this equation by itself gives a spatial Fourier series, the

constant term of which yields the well known relation

a or a- or =• - (53)Uor or

Introduction of normalized variables then leads to the equation

1 2n n12
or o •- c2dc do-. sin Ok d~k Xerr

~or cor 3 77FM f
0 0 0 r

(54)
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This equation was used as a second means for calculating (aor c or)1/2

and thus also as a consistency check on the numerical results obtained

from integrating Eqs. (19) and (23).

ASYMPTOTIC SPIN WAVE GROWTH

W1. pulse of magnetic field has been applied long enough for

the initial transient to die out, but not long enough for the uniform

mode to have been seriously degraded, the spin wave growth rate

approaches an exponential value which is readily calculable. The

analytical results obtained here are particularly useful in evaluating

the range in k-space in which pumping occurs. It will also '(, seen that

the domain of growth is radically different for large and small preces-

sion angles. Our starting point is Eqs. (5) and (6) without the back-

reaction terms in a akr and without the term in

da
on =X7 5 a H (55)

dt npq op q3

__ [ 1 4g 2 I4im

dt 7~.pap~ oq -H 3q -Dk~ + -0 b apq kq kr a]
dt = 7 upq 47 a k Oq 7 npq ak q r

(56)

From these simplified equations we can show that aor a kr 0 .or for

1#0 ,or

ak3 0(a akl + 02 ak2)/a03
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0O = 0o0 + 2 (5a)

ak = a kl + t ak2 (59)

Z -Z + t (6o)

and

p = t3 a 0 a 0 3  (61)

We then obtain

! =L + (-_ Dk)(ao~ 2 - [0 ax) " -[a +t* a)

dt Mo 0 3 03 k

a*3 (ao a + a* ak) (1-3 ao - a 0 3  ) (62)

By substituting Eq. (57) and simplifying we obtain

k 2 2r4nz,;323-D
+ai( 4nMjpI' (4xiM/3_Dk2) 41c/32k 2

dt 2a22- 3;j Lak ax 0]k}L 0 3  a 0 3  03 a3

(63)

Using Eq. (61), we see that

2 e-a 2 a +a 22
3 0 3t 0 0 +03

1P12 2 2 T2 t2 _ a .t, ('o r3 'O • + '03 T- 0o3 o 3" + o ad



where

a = I , a -= , and t - 1 • (65)
OT 0 k1 T (5

It is clear from Eq. (55) that the solution for "0 can be written as

a0  = aOT el , (66)

where ai = 71H provided the time origin is properly chosen. If we

write ak as k ei a , then it is clear that most terms will vary
iwt

as e , corresponding to s'econd-order pumping. Terms in other time
iwt

variations than e will also be present which correspond to first-

order pumping and small frequency shifts, but more detailed analysis
id~t

shows that they play a negligible role. Retaining only terms in e

we obtain from Eq. (63) the relation

dak 
(67

dt k + "k (67)

where

a =.-A[4 Y. DO] (82"0_L3 34M• 'OT2 '0"32 T (I + (o3 _. J_ 3•

22 2
b = - [r4C - (4IM/3 -Dk)] a. (69)

M 03
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Asymptotically, as t becomes largo, aO3 and aOT becomes constant.

Equatiorz (68) and (69) show that this also applies to a and b

Consequently, we can set k equal to a real constant multiplied by

Kt + io
e . Substituting this into Eq. (67), we obtain the relations

K 2 = b. (70)

and

cos 20 (71)

Substituting Eqs. (68) and (69), we have the equations for K and

.k Jg 3, -- V,
= 3LT) 22I[/2 LL\ / 3a61 /

cos 2(72)

2 2

a2 4%M/3
Cos 20 31 2 k (73)

2(1 3% Dk
2 4:gm/3

It is .onvenient to also write the growth rate with respect to the

variable T , which is given by the expression

K = K dt
T d-,

Substituting Eqs. (13) and (72) yields the relation

4nm 32 21O-1/2 /
T=sin - 2  L3 " X 1

(74)
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From Eq. (57), it also follows that, for large t , az3 and k are

related through the relation

A!2 Dk2  1/2

(i - -

ak3 2 4M/3

a Dk-k1! 2(1 - T ) +

2 --hM/3

When Eq. (72) is maximized with respect to DkO one obtains the

condition

24,tm !f T (76)3 2/

22
for maximum growth for fixed . Since and a 2 are both lessT T or

than unity, we immediately verify from the equation our earlier assertion

that c = k/(41&M/3D)1/2 also has a maximum value of unity. Substitution

back into Eq. (72) shows that the corresponding value of K is given by

max 2(77)

It is important to note that Eqs. (73) - (5) take the simple forms

4= o (78)

ak3/~f a~f'~f' ,(79)

when a is small and the maximum growth condition given by Eq. (76)

pertains.
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Referring to Eq. (72), it is clear that pumping only occurs when

the expression within the square root is positive. Subject to the con-
dition < < 1 and 0 < < 1 , and Dk 0 , it can be

seen that one passes into the pumping region whenever one traverses the

curves,

3Dk2

and

3Dk 2  2

-,m (l- ) (1- 3%i) . (81)

2

Three possible cases arise, depending on whether 0 < a0T< 1/3 ,

2 21/3 < a0T < 2/3 , or 2/3 < UOT < 1 . These cases have been sketched

in Fig. 5.

The spin wave equations of motion were solved numerically for a

number of different values of k . This was done b,; integrating

Eq. (15) numerically without the spin wave back reaction term (i.e.,

without the Z term) simultaneously with Eq. (16). The results for
k

a particular value of k are given in Figs. 6 - 8, where (ak 3 / akT)

S, and CkT are plotted versus T with H = 4xM/3 . The sub-

scripts 1 and 2 refer to solutions whose spin wave magnetization vector

is initially oriented in the xI and x2 directions, respectively.

The asymptotic values assum& by these solutions were compared with the

results calculated from the equations of this section. The results are

compared in Table Ii and, as can be seen, are in close agreement.

Similar comparisons for other spin wave parameters showed like agreement.
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TABLE II

CCMPARISON OF NUMRICAL INTEGRATION WITH ASYMPTODIC FOF4UIA

FOR P = o.8, *o = 500, Ok = iO , .a03/40T = 2.27,

3Dk /4im = .562%, AMD 4nM/3 = HO

Numerical Integration Asymptotic Formula
Quantity I

Figure No. Result Formula No Result

k3/akT 6 .397 75 0.397

0 7 25 036' 73 250 416

K 8 o.1o4 74 o.1o2
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figur~e 1 Coordinate system.

Figure 2 Variation with normalized time of spin wave energy and

uniform mode amplitude, precession angle, and energy

for P = 0.6 and *0 = 900 "

Figure 3 Variation with normalized time of spin wave energy and

uniform mode amplitude, precession angle, and energy

for 0 = 0.8 and *0 = 450 .

Figure 4 Variation of final precession angle with normalized

time for 10% degradation of the uniform mode energy.

Regions of spin wave growth.

Figure--6 Variation of aI 3 /akT with - for 1 = 0.8, *0 = 590,

e=lop 2
*l° 0 , 3DkA/4m= .5625,, and H0 - 4d/3

Subscripts 1 and 2 denote initial orientation of spin

wave vector in x! and x2 directions, respectively.

Figure 7 Variation of 0 with T for 1 = 0.8, *0 = 500,

ek = 100, 3Dk2 /4,-M o.05625, and = -- M/3 . u-

scripts 1 and 2 denote initial orientation of spin wave

vector in xI and k 2 directions, respectively.

Figure 8 Variation of akT with T for P = 0.8, * =500,

@k = 100, 3Dk 2/4AM = 0.5625, and 4AM/3 = HO . Subscripts

1 and 2 denote initial orientation of the spin wave vector

in I and x 2 directions, respectively.
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APPENDIX C

COUPLED CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

The purpose of these calculations is to study a pair of coupled

resonant circuits where the frequency of one circuit is swept linearly

with time through the resonance of the other. The point of interest is

the amount of energy transferred from the swept to the unswept circuit.

Figure 1 shows the circuit used. Here, LI end C1 are time-

dependent quantities. Thus, care must be taken to calculate the proper

time derivatives of terms involving these quantities. When L and C

are time dependent, the voltages across the elements are

dVL dt Li

V r dt (2)VC

Keeping this in mind, and applying Kirchoff's laws, one caa derive the

following equations;

di 2  1 dL2 -- + j i2t ÷i2 +- 'Ll(ti) -- o1
dt C2  dt

d 1 ,

- (Ll(t)il) = iodt (4)
dt CO(t)

TT (Ll(t) iI) R 1Rli3 (5)

'2 = 1i ~i+i . (6)
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The change of variables

LI(t) 
=(o

o 1 L1(t)

simplifies the equations considerably. We have

di2 1 dZL2 _+ + -L i2dt + R 22 + LIo -- o (8)
dt C2  dt

dZ 1 i4At

-10 -= i (9)
dt C (M

dz

Uo = R 1i 3  (1o)

We next define the following normalizing parameters:

1 1

We then find:

di2  L 10 U 1 R2-- +f i2d++= + , '2 , (12)
dT L2  dT aýL2

C idU (13)

C10 dT

dT L, ct

dT L~o - Lj
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Changing to the symbolization ' = and taking derivatives:

ill+ -1 Z 0 (15)
"2 2  + i2 +L-

L2

C- C2
I-.- z" + -Lz' = •i4 (16)
10o Clo \ )2

z"1 + Cý z,- ci°-- • 2 • 0 (17)
C C4

Since
4/ 2

t + C I C 10 Z\ *) - 0 (17)

Since

i3 = L10 O 1 z (20)
L .

we have

C- + . + + - -7 + o (21)

-1 0' 'w)

it -1 2 + i2 + 0 Z = 0 (22)
(22

2 +-2 '2 2
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These are the equations describing the system, with arbitrary time-

dependent parameters L I and C 1 '
We now use the following restrictions:

wl _ T 2C2 a + bT (23)

w2 LJCI

LlC2

L; = K constant 
(.24)

These lead to:

C 2 K(a 4- bT) 
(25)

C 1

C 1 a + bT 
(26)

C 10 a

C b 
(27)

C a + bT

Ll K 
(28)

L-2 a + bT

L 10 K 
(29)

L 2 a

1.19



Equations (21) and (22) then become

Z4 4(a + bT) l 1a b Z) z' + (a + bT)2 Z - a(a + bT)i2  0

(30)

K + Q01 (31)
•" 22 +2+- = o

where

i L- - Z _ Z (32)
Ll(t) a

The energies in the two resonators are found to be

Ud- = + (a + b Tr) Z2 (33)
U10  a a + bT

2- = - ( 2+ (i1 + ' 2 +_ ) (34)
U 10 K C N +Q2a

The equations were programmed as four first-order equations, where:
X3 'ii3

X 1 = X2 Z' , x 3 = 2 , X4 2

Xi = X2

X, --[(a + bT) Q1 - bT X2  (a + b 1) X + aCa + bT) X1-a bT'J 2-

(36)

3 = 4
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and

'-1-

x x X1 (37')

Computer runs were made of several or the quantities involved in

Fig. 1. These quantities were plotted by the computer as a function of

the normalized time parameter T . The quantities i1 , i 2 , instan-

taneous power delivered to the resi-tance R2  , and cumulative energy

delivered to the r3sistance R2  , we calculated, in addition to the

total energies in the two circuits, as a function of time. Thirty-one

cases were run using various combinations of the parameters A , B ,

T ,Q and Q2 "

In Section II.A of the main body of this report, the energy distri-

bu-ion in the two circuits is shown for one special case which is of

inl erest. In Figs 2 through 5 below we show the plots of the ramaining

quintities for this same special case. Again, the parameter values for

this case are A = 0.1 , B = 1/203t T = 0.004, 1 = 1,000 , and

2= 50
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